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GROWTH OF GRADED TWISTED CALABI-YAU ALGEBRAS
MANUEL L. REYES AND DANIEL ROGALSKI
Abstract. We initiate a study of the growth and matrix-valued Hilbert se-
ries of N-graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras that are homomorphic images
of path algebras of weighted quivers, generalizing techniques previously used
to investigate Artin-Schelter regular algebras and graded Calabi-Yau algebras.
Several results are proved without imposing any assumptions on the degrees of
generators or relations of the algebras. We give particular attention to twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension d ≤ 3, giving precise descriptions of their
matrix-valued Hilbert series and partial results describing which underlying
quivers yield algebras of finite GK-dimension. For d = 2, we show that these
are algebras with mesh relations. For d = 3, we show that the resulting alge-
bras are a kind of derivation-quotient algebra arising from an element that is
similar to a twisted superpotential.
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1. Introduction
Twisted Calabi-Yau algebras, whose definition will be recalled in Section 6 be-
low, form a common generalization of two classes of algebras that are each impor-
tant in their own right. The first is the class of Calabi-Yau algebras as defined
by Ginzburg [9], which have developed into a prominent focus of research in the
past several years; the second is the class of Artin-Schelter (AS) regular algebras [2],
which are graded algebras that have long been viewed as an important type of “non-
commutative polynomial algebra.” The aim of this paper is to study the growth of
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N-graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras. Below, we let k denote an arbitrary field; a
graded algebra always means an N-graded k-algebra. A graded algebra A is locally
finite if dimk An <∞ for all n ≥ 0 and is connected if A0 = k.
While Calabi-Yau and twisted Calabi-Yau algebras need not be graded, the more
tractable subclass of graded (twisted) Calabi-Yau algebras have been the subject
of serious interest for quite some time [5, 6]. Let us discuss an important special
case that has motivated much of the theory. Let Q be a finite quiver (possibly with
loops and multiple edges). Our convention is to compose arrows in the path algebra
kQ from left to right. Let µ be an automorphism of kQ. A µ-twisted superpotential
ω on Q is a linear combination of paths of length d which is invariant under the
linear map sending each path α1α2 · · ·αd to (−1)d+1µ(αd)α1α2 · · ·αd−1. For each
arrow α there is a linear partial derivative map ∂α sending the path α1α2 · · ·αd
to α2 · · ·αd if α1 = α and to 0 otherwise. Given a µ-twisted superpotential ω and
some k ≥ 0 the corresponding derivation-quotient algebra is A = D(ω, k) = kQ/I,
where I is generated by all order k mixed partial derivatives of ω (when k = 0, ω
itself generates I). In nice cases, such an algebra A is twisted Calabi-Yau of global
dimension k+2. Moreover, it has been proved that under certain restrictions, such
as the m-Koszul property, twisted Calabi-Yau algebras must arise from twisted
superpotentials in this way [6]. The reader can find detailed examples in [5] and
[6]. In the case of connected graded algebras (so that the quiver Q has a single
vertex), recent work [15, 16] has even focused on classifying those superpotentials
whose derivation-quotient algebras are Calabi-Yau of dimension 3.
Our point of view in this paper, and a companion paper [20] which has many
related results, is more general. Rather than considering the special properties of
algebras arising from potentials on quivers, we aim to study twisted Calabi-Yau
locally finite graded k-algebras with no further restrictions on the base field or
the degrees of generators and relations. Twisted Calabi-Yau derivation-quotient
algebras are of course a special case, being naturally graded by path length (since
we only considered homogeneous potentials).
The paper [20] establishes many basic results about locally finite graded twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras, including the stability of the twisted Calabi-Yau property
under many common constructions such as tensor product, base field extension, and
so on. In particular, we show that the twisted Calabi-Yau property is equivalent
to various other formulations we call generalized Artin-Schelter regular ; see [20,
Theorem 5.2, Theorem 5.15] and Theorem 6.3 below. This result generalizes a
known theorem that for locally finite connected graded algebras, twisted Calabi-Yau
and Artin-Schelter regular are equivalent concepts [19, Theorem 1.2]. We also offer
in [20] a classification of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of the smallest dimensions
0 and 1, and study the noetherian property for twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of
dimension 2.
This paper will focus on results about the growth of graded locally finite twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras. We assume here that the reader is familiar with the basic
ideas of growth of algebras and Gelfand-Kirillov dimension (GK-dimension) as in
[11]; we will briefly review the definitions in Section 2. In fact, the original definition
of AS regularity for a connected graded algebra A included the additional condition
that GKdim(A) < ∞. Under this condition, AS regular algebras are conjectured
to be noetherian domains, while AS regular algebras with GKdim(A) = ∞ have
exponential growth, and are not noetherian [23, Theorem 1.2]. We expect a similar
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dichotomy to hold for locally finite graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras: the ones
with finite GK-dimension should be much more well-behaved. Surprisingly, how-
ever, little attention seems to have been given to the growth of twisted Calabi-Yau
algebras, so we hope to begin to remedy that with this paper. We start with a
general study of the growth of locally finite graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras (in
fact many of our results hold under weaker hypotheses). Then in the second half of
the paper, we prove some basic structural results for locally finite graded twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 2 and 3. In particular we examine how one can
understand which of these have finite GK-dimension.
We now give an overview of the results of the paper. Let A be a locally fi-
nite graded algebra. The main tool for investigating the growth of a finitely graded
twisted Calabi-Yau algebra A is its matrix-valued Hilbert series. We fix a decompo-
sition 1 = e1+e2+· · ·+en of 1 as a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents ei ∈ A0.
The matrix-valued Hilbert series is the formal series hA(t) =
∑
n≥0[dimk(eiAnej)]t
n
in Mn(Z)[[t]]. In Section 2, we generalize some standard results about the Hilbert
series of connected graded algebras to the matrix Hilbert series of locally finite
graded algebras. In particular, when the matrix Hilbert series is rational of the
form q(t)−1p(t) for matrix polynomials p(t), q(t) ∈ Mn(Z[t]), then we show that
the growth of A is controlled by the roots of det q(t) (Proposition 2.8).
Let J(A) be the graded Jacobson radical of a locally finite graded algebra A and
let S = A/J(A), which is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra. We focus for
most of the paper on elementary algebras, for which S ∼= kn for some n. This is
justified in Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 6.2, where we show via standard techniques
that one can reduce to the elementary case by extending the base field and passing
to a Morita equivalent algebra, both of which preserve the twisted Calabi-Yau
property and the growth of an algebra. In the elementary case, A has a presentation
A = kQ/I for some uniquely determined weighted quiver Q, where the arrows are
assigned nonnegative degrees (see Lemma 3.4).
Weighted arrows complicate the theory significantly. Any graded twisted Calabi-
Yau algebra has aNakayama bimodule UA which is graded invertible (A,A)-bimodule
(See Definition 6.1). Thus it is important to understand what graded invertible bi-
modules over an elementary locally finite graded algebra can look like. We work out
the surprisingly complicated answer in Section 5. Namely, any such graded invert-
ible bimodule U has the form
⊕n
i=1Aei(ℓi) as a left module, so U
∼= A as ungraded
left modules, but the different indecomposable projectives making up A may have
different graded shifts; moreover U ∼= 1Aµ as a graded bimodule, where the right
action is given by some automorphism µ : A→ A which may not preserve degrees
in A! When U = UA is the Nakayama bimodule of an elementary locally finite
graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra A, we call µ the Nakayama automorphism of A
and the vector (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) the Artin-Schelter index. It was a surprise to find that a
graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra might have a Nakayama automorphism that is
not a graded automorphism. When A is indecomposable and the underlying quiver
Q has arrows of weight 1, then such strange behavior does not happen: all the ℓi are
equal and µ is graded. Allowing for generators in arbitrary degrees is important,
for example, if one is interested in invariant theory of graded twisted Calabi-Yau
algebras, since invariant rings tend to have generators in high degree. Some studies
of noncommutative invariant theory in this context have recently appeared in [25],
[24].
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We now state our main theorems. First, we have a general result on the struc-
ture of the matrix Hilbert series of an elementary graded twisted Calabi-Yau al-
gebra. Given a vector of integers (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn), we will form the diagonal matrix
L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) and use the matrix exponential to denote the following matrix
Laurent polynomial:
tL = exp(log(t)L) =
t
ℓ1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · tℓn
 .
Theorem 1.1. (Propositions 2.8, 4.2, 6.4, and 4.4) Let A be a locally finite el-
ementary graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra with Nakayama automorphism µ and
AS-index (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). Let P be the permutation matrix associated to the action of
µ on the idempotents ei, and let L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) and t
L be as above.
(1) The matrix Hilbert series of A is of the form hA(t) = q(t)
−1 for some matrix
polynomial q(t). GKdim(A) <∞ if and only if all roots of det q(t) are roots
of unity, and otherwise A has exponential growth. When GKdim(A) is finite
it is bounded above by the multiplicity of 1 as a root of det q(t).
(2) q(t) satisfies the functional equation q(t) = (−1)dPtLq(t−1)T , and q(t)
commutes with PtL.
(3) When GKdim(A) < ∞ and A is noetherian, then GK-dimension for A-
modules is graded exact and graded finitely partitive.
In Section 7 we specialize to the case of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension
2, proving the following results. For any elementary locally finite graded algebra
with underlying weighted quiver Q, we let N(t) =
∑
m≥0Hmt
m be the weighted
incidence matrix of Q, where (Hm)ij is the number of arrows of weight m from i
to j.
Theorem 1.2. (Proposition 7.1, Theorem 7.8) Let A be a locally finite elemen-
tary graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 2, and keep the notation of
Theorem 1.1.
(1) The matrix Hilbert series of A is hA(t) = (I −N(t) + PtL)−1.
(2) A ∼= kQ/(ω) for an element ω = ∑i τ(xi)xi, where {xi} runs over the
arrows of Q, and where {τ(xi)} is a basis for an arrow space in kQ (as in
Definition 3.3). Here, if xi is an arrow of degree d from r to j then τ(xi)
is an arrow of degree ℓj − d from µ−1(j) to r.
(3) If all arrows of Q have weight 1, so that N = Mt where M = N(1) is the
usual incidence matrix of Q, then M has spectral radius ρ(M) ≥ 2. More-
over, GKdim(A) <∞ if and only ρ(M) = 2, and in this case GKdim(A) =
2.
In [20], we prove in addition that any locally finite (not necessarily elementary)
graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra A of dimension 2 is noetherian if and only
GKdim(A) < ∞ [20, Theorem 6.6]. In this paper we also prove a subsidiary
result about the GK-dimension for modules over twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of
dimension 2 (Proposition 7.4) which is needed to complete the proof in [20].
Finally, in Section 8 we consider twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 3.
Theorem 1.3. (Proposition 8.2, Proposition 8.10) Let A be a locally finite ele-
mentary graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 3, and keep the notation
of the earlier theorems.
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(1) The matrix Hilbert series of A is hA(t) = (I−N(t)+PtLN(t−1)T−PtL)−1.
(2) There is an element ω =
∑
i,j yigijxj, where {xj} runs over the arrows of
Q and {yi} is a basis for an arrow space in kQ, such that if xi is an arrow
of degree d from r to j then yi is an arrow of degree ℓj − d from µ−1(j)
to r, and if hi =
∑
j gijxj and h
′
j =
∑
i yigij then both {hi} and {h′j} are
minimal sets of generators for the ideal I, where A = kQ/I.
(3) Suppose that A is indecomposable and that all arrows of Q have degree 1,
so that N = Mt for the usual incidence matrix M of Q. Suppose that
3 ≤ GKdim(A). If in addition M is a normal matrix, then we can give an
explicit condition on the eigenvalues of M (involving some special regions
of the complex plane) that characterizes GKdim(A) <∞. In particular, if
GKdim(A) <∞ then GKdim(A) = 3, the ℓi are equal to a single AS-index
ℓ where ℓ = 3 or ℓ = 4, and the spectral radius ρ = ρ(M) satisfies ρ = 6− ℓ.
When the incidence matrixM of Q is not normal, we are not sure how to character-
ize when A has finite GK-dimension in Theorem 1.3. In related work in progress [8],
the second-named author and Jason Gaddis classify all (unweighted) quiversQ with
at most three vertices for which there exists a twisted Calabi-Yau algebraA = kQ/I
of dimension 3 with GKdim(A) < ∞. In particular, we note that there is an in-
finite family of examples of Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 3 with incidence
matrices
(
0 a 0
0 0 b
c 0 0
)
where a, b, c are any positive integers satisfying Markov’s equa-
tion a2+ b2+ c2 = abc. These examples can be seen to arise through the process of
quiver mutation. There is certainly no upper bound to the spectral radius of such
examples, unlike in the case of normal matrices.
The elements ω that determine the relations in both the dimension 2 and dimen-
sion 3 case do not appear to satisfy the usual definition of twisted superpotential in
general, but they are clearly analogous in some way. We think of them as a kind of
generalized twisted superpotential, and the theorems above show that the algebras
must arise as generalized derivation-quotient algebras. It would be interesting to
try to formulate a more precise theory of twisted superpotentials in this context of
weighted quivers. Another project, which is work in progress, is to give a classifi-
cation of all elementary locally finite twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 2
(whether of finite GK-dimension or not). The conjectural answer is that given any
unweighted quiver with incidence matrix having spectral radius at least 2, and an
element ω as in Theorem 1.2, then kQ/(ω) should be twisted Calabi-Yau.
Acknowledgments. We thank Jason Bell, Jason Gaddis, Colin Ingalls, and Stephan
Weispfenning for helpful conversations.
2. Matrix valued Hilbert series and growth
In this section, we develop some results for matrix-valued Hilbert series which
are analogues of some well-known results for usual Hilbert series. The arguments
in the matrix-valued case are generally similar.
First we recall some of the definitions of growth and Gelfand-Kirillov (GK) di-
mension. Let A be a finitely generated (unital) k-algebra, and let M be a finitely
generated left A-module. Let V be a finite-dimensional k-subspace of A containing
1 that generates A as an algebra, and let W be a finite-dimensional k-subspace of
M that generates M as an A-module. The growth of M is the function N → N
given by n 7→ dimk V nW ; it is independent of the choice of V and W up to a
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natural equivalence relation on functions, so that all of the the following defini-
tions are also independent of this choice. We say that M has exponential growth
if lim supn→∞(dimk V
nW )1/n > 1. If M does not have exponential growth, then
we say that M has subexponential growth, and in this case (as long as M 6= 0)
it follows that lim supn→∞(dimk V
nW )1/n = 1. We say that M has polynomial
growth or finite GK-dimension if lim supn→∞ logn(dimk V
nW ) = d <∞, with the
value of d being called the GK-dimension of M . The growth of the algebra A and
its GK-dimension are defined by applying the definitions above to A as a module
over itself (one may take W = k1A). See [11] for more details on these definitions.
Let R[t] be the ring of polynomials over a ring R, let R[t, t−1] be the ring of
Laurent polynomials over a ring R, let R[[t]] be the ring of formal power series, and
let R((t)) be the ring of formal Laurent series. A matrix polynomial is an element
of the ring Mn(Q)[t] ∼= Mn(Q[t]). Similarly, a matrix Laurent polynomial is an
element of the ring Mn(Q)[t, t
−1] ∼= Mn(Q[t, t−1]). We extend these definitions
to power series: a matrix power series is an element of Mn(Q)[[t]] ∼= Mn(Q[[t]])
and a matrix Laurent series is an element of Mn(Q)((t)) ∼= Mn(Q((t))). There
is an obvious notion of convergence of a matrix Laurent series: given λ ∈ C and
p(t) =
∑
n≥n0
Hnt
n ∈ Mm(Q((t))), then we say that p(t) converges at λ if the
sequence
∑n
i=n0
Hiλ
i converges as a sequence in Rm
2
with its Euclidean topology;
we let p(λ) denote the matrix to which it converges.
Definition 2.1. Let p(t) be a matrix polynomial. A root of p(t) is a scalar λ ∈ C
such that p(λ) is a singular matrix. Thus, the roots of p(t) are the same as the
roots of the polynomial det(p(t)) ∈ Q[t].
Recall that a k-algebra A is N-graded if A =
⊕
n≥0An as vector spaces, with
AiAj ⊆ Ai+j for all i, j; we say that A is locally finite if dimk An < ∞ for all n.
In this paper when we refer to a graded algebra we always mean N-graded. A left
A-module M is Z-graded if M =
⊕
n∈ZMn with AiMj ⊆ Mi+j for all i, j. For
any ℓ ∈ Z, the shifted module M(ℓ) is the same module with the degrees shifted so
that M(ℓ)n = Mℓ+n. We say that M is left bounded if Mn = 0 for n ≪ 0 and M
is locally finite if dimkMn <∞ for all n. Note that if A is locally finite, then any
finitely generated Z-graded left A-module M is left bounded and locally finite.
Let A be a graded k-algebra with dimk A0 < ∞. Then one may write 1 as a
sum 1 = e1 + · · ·+ er where the ei are pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents
in A0. It is easy to see that the ei are also primitive as idempotents of A; see the
proof of [20, Lemma 2.7]. In general the ei are not uniquely determined. We must
fix a choice of ei fixed for the following definitions, but we will describe the extent
to which they are independent of the particular choice in Remark 2.3 below.
We will frequently make use of module decompositions via idempotents. If S is
an algebra containing an idempotent e and M is a left S-module, then we have the
vector space decomposition M = eM ⊕ (1− e)M . Furthermore, given idempotents
e, f ∈ S, if M is a left S-module, right S-module, or (S, S)-bimodule then we have
the following respective identifications:
eM = {x ∈M | x = ex},
Mf = {x ∈M | x = xf},
eMf = {x ∈M | x = exf} = eM ∩Mf.
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We refer readers to [12, Section 21] for further details about idempotent decompo-
sitions.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a locally finite graded algebra with a fixed decomposition
1 = e1 + · · ·+ er where the ei ∈ A0 are pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents.
LetM be a left bounded, locally finite Z-graded left A-module. The (vector) Hilbert
series of M is the column vector in Z((t))r given by hM (t) = (s1(t), . . . , sr(t))
T ,
where si(t) =
∑
n∈Z dimk(eiM)nt
n. The total Hilbert series of M is htotM (t) =∑
n∈Z(dimkMn)t
n ∈ Z((t)). Clearly the coefficient of tn in the total Hilbert series
is the sum of the coefficients of tn in all of the coordinates of the vector Hilbert
series.
IfM is a Z-graded left bounded locally finite (A,A)-bimodule, we can consider an
even finer invariant: The (matrix) Hilbert series of M is the matrix Laurent series
hM (t) ∈Mr(Z((t))) whose (i, j) entry [hM (t)]i,j is given by
∑
n∈Z dimk(eiMej)nt
n.
Again, the coefficient of tn in the total Hilbert series of M is given by summing
the coefficients of tn in all of the entries of the matrix Hilbert series. Also, the
jth column of the matrix Hilbert series of M is the vector Hilbert series of the left
module Mej .
Of course, one may consider the matrix Hilbert series of the algebra A itself
thought of as an (A,A)-bimodule in the usual way. We are especially interested
in the matrix Hilbert series of graded algebras A in this paper and of the vector
Hilbert series of graded left A-modules M . Thus when we just refer to the Hilbert
series of the algebra A or of a moduleM with no modifiers, we will mean the matrix
Hilbert series (or vector Hilbert series, respectively).
Remark 2.3. Because the primitive idempotent decomposition 1 = e1+ · · ·+ er ∈
A0 used in the definition above is not unique, one may worry to what extent the
corresponding Hilbert series are non-unique. First, notice that the total Hilbert
series htotM (t) is completely independent of the {ei}. Now suppose that 1 = f1 +
· · · + fm is another decomposition into orthogonal primitive idempotents in A0.
Because
⊕
A0ei = A0 =
⊕
A0fi, the Krull-Schmidt theorem implies that m = r
and, up to a permutation, we have A0ei ∼= A0fi as left A0-modules for all i. It
follows [12, Exercise 21.15] that there is a unit u ∈ A0 such that fi = ueiu−1 for
all i. Then any locally finite left A-module M satisfies fiM = ueiu
−1M = ueiM ,
so that
dimk(fiM)n = dimk(ueiM)n = dimk(eiM)n.
Thus up to a permutation of vector entries, the two vector Hilbert series of M
are equal. If M is in fact a locally finite graded (A,A)-bimodule, a similar analysis
yields dimk(eiMej)n = dimk(fiMfj)n for all i and j, so that the two matrix-valued
Hilbert series for A are equal after a suitable permutation of the rows and columns.
Remark 2.4. Suppose that the locally finite graded algebra A is finitely gener-
ated as an algebra and that M is a Z-graded finitely generated left A-module.
Then M is left bounded and locally finite, say M =
⊕
n≥n0
Mn, and the growth
and GK-dimension of M are both determined by the dimensions dimkMn of the
graded pieces of M in the following way: M has subexponential growth if and
only if lim supn→∞(dimkMn)
1/n ≤ 1, and the GK-dimension of M is equal to
lim supn→∞ logn(
∑n
i=n0
dimkMi). See [11, Lemma 6.1].
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Based on the above, we say that an integer Laurent series h(t) =
∑
n≥n0
ant
n
with nonnegative coefficients (or any left bounded Z-graded vector space V with
an = dimk Vn) has subexponential growth if lim supn→∞(an)
1/n ≤ 1, and we define
its GK-dimension to be lim supn→∞ logn
(∑n
i=n0
ai
)
.
We will be interested in matrix Laurent series that are analogous to rational
Laurent series. It will often be convenient for us to consider matrix-valued series
that can be expressed as quotients q(t)−1p(t) for some matrix polynomials p, q ∈
Mn(Q)[t]. This raises the question of whether such an expression can also be
written in the form r(t)s(t)−1 for matrix polynomials r and t; fortunately, these two
properties are equivalent. In the result below, we will say that a matrix polynomial
q(t) ∈ Mn(Q)(t) is Laurent invertible if it is invertible as an element of the ring
Mn(Q)((t)) ∼=Mn(Q((t))) of matrix Laurent series.
Lemma 2.5. Let h(t) ∈Mn(Q((t))) ∼=Mn(Q)((t)). The following are equivalent:
(a) h(t) = q(t)−1p(t) for some p, q ∈Mn(Q)[t] such that q(t) is Laurent invert-
ible;
(b) h(t) = r(t)s(t)−1 for some r, s ∈Mn(Q)[t] such that s(t) is Laurent invert-
ible;
(c) h(t) ∈Mn(Q(t)) ∼=Mn(Q)(t) is a matrix of rational functions.
Proof. Assume (a) holds. Let r(t) be the inverse of q(t) in Mn(Q((t))). Then since
q(t)r(t) = In is the identity matrix, we have det(q(t)) det(r(t)) = 1. In particular,
the polynomial D(t) = det(q(t)) ∈ Q[t] has inverse 1D ∈ Q(t). Let c(t) ∈ Mn(Q[t])
denote the adjugate matrix of q(t) ∈Mn(Q[t]); it follows [13, Proposition XIII.4.16]
that q(t)−1 = 1D c(t) is a matrix of rational functions. Thus q(t)
−1p(t) ∈Mn(Q(t)),
establishing (c). A symmetric argument yields (b) =⇒ (c).
Conversely, suppose that (c) holds. Since the entries of h(t) are ratios of poly-
nomials in Q[t], we may fix a common denominator 0 6= D(t) ∈ Q[t] for every entry
of h(t). So p(t) = D · h(t) ∈ Mn(Q[t]) is a matrix polynomial, and
h(t) = D−1 · p(t) = (D(t) · In)−1p(t) = p(t)(D(t) · In)−1
so that (a) and (b) both hold. 
Definition 2.6. We say that a matrix Laurent series h(t) ∈Mn(Q((t))) is rational
if it satisfies the equivalent conditions above.
When a locally finite N-graded algebra A has a rational Hilbert series p(t)q(t)−1,
the growth of the algebra is closely related to the properties of the roots of p(t) and
q(t), as we will see below. Before discussing the matrix case further, we review the
case where n = 1. Given a nonzero rational power series r(t) = p(t)q(t)−1 ∈ Q((t)),
with p(t) ∈ Q[t] and q(t) ∈ Q[t], note that since Q[t] = Q[1− t] we can also expand
r(t) as a Laurent series in powers of (1− t), say
r(t) = an(1− t)n + an+1(1− t)n+1 + · · ·
where n ∈ Z and 0 6= an ∈ Q. Then following [1], an is called the multiplicity of
r(t) and we write it as ǫ(r(t)). By convention, we also set ǫ(0) = 0. In particular,
if M is a graded module with a rational total Hilbert series htotM (t) = r(t), then we
define the multiplicity ǫ(M) of M to be ǫ(r(t)).
The following is well-known in the theory of GK dimension.
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Lemma 2.7. Let 0 6= h(t) = p(t)q(t)−1 where p(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1], q(t) ∈ Z[t] with
q(0) = ±1, and p(t), q(t) are relatively prime. Suppose that its Laurent series
expansion h(t) =
∑
n≥n0
ant
n ∈ Z((t)) centered at zero has nonnegative coefficients.
Let
d = lim sup
n→∞
logn
(
n∑
i=n0
ai
)
denote the GK dimension of h(t). Then:
(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) h(t) has subexponential growth;
(b) The roots of q(t) all lie on the unit circle in C;
(c) The roots of q(t) are all roots of unity;
(d) d <∞.
(2) If d < ∞, then d is equal to the multiplicity of t = 1 as a root of q(t)
(equivalently, the order of the pole of h(t) at t = 1).
(3) If d <∞, the multiplicity ǫ(h(t)) of h(t) is positive and is an integer mul-
tiple of ǫ(q(t))−1.
Proof. This is basically a combination of [1, Proposition 2.21] and [23, Lemma 2.1,
Corollary 2.2]. First if q(0) = −1, by replacing p and q by −p and−q the hypotheses
are preserved, and so we can assume that q(0) = 1.
(1) Suppose that h(t) has subexponential growth. Then the results [23, Lemma
2.1, Corollary 2.2] show that the roots of q(t) are all on the unit circle. Since
q(0) = 1, we can write q(t) =
∏
i(1 − rit); if the roots of q(t) are all on the unit
circle, then since q(t) ∈ Z[t] we get that the leading coefficient of q(t) is ±1. As
noted in [23], this implies that the roots of q(t) are all roots of unity (by a theorem
of Kronecker, which states that given a monic integer polynomial whose roots are
all in the unit disk, the roots must all be roots of unity). Next, assuming that the
roots of q(t) are all roots of unity, the proof of [1, Proposition 2.21] shows that
h(t) = b−d(1 − t)−d + b−d+1(1 − t)−d+1 + · · · where 0 < b−d = ǫ(h(t)), and where
the order d of the pole of h(t) at t = 1 is equal to the GK-dimension of h(t). This
order is the same as the multiplicity of t = 1 as a root of q(t) since p(t) and q(t) are
relatively prime. (Although this proposition from [1] is stated for the Hilbert series
of a module over a regular algebra, the proof only uses the properties of the Hilbert
series we assume in our hypotheses.) Finally it is trivial that if the GK-dimension
of h(t) is a finite number d, then h(t) has subexponential growth.
(2) This was proven in the course of the proof of (1).
(3) It was established that ǫ(h(t)) > 0 in the proof of (1). Note that both
t = 1− (1− t) and t−1 = (1− (1− t))−1 = (1+ (1− t)+ (1− t)2+ · · · ) have integer
coefficients when expressed as series in powers of (1 − t). Then the same is true
of any power of t and hence any element of Z[t, t−1]. Thus ǫ(p(t)) ∈ Z. It is also
clear that ǫ(p(t)q(t)−1) = ǫ(p(t))ǫ(q(t))−1 since multiplicity is multiplicative. Thus
ǫ(h(t)) is an integer multiple of ǫ(q(t))−1 as required. 
We now give some extensions of the previous results to the matrix case.
Proposition 2.8. Let A be a locally finite N-graded algebra with fixed decomposition
1 = e1+ · · ·+ er of 1 as a sum of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents in A0.
Suppose that q(t) ∈ Mr(Z[t]) has (det q)(0) = ±1 and let c(t) ∈ Mr(Z[t]) be the
adjugate matrix of q(t), so that q(t)−1 = (det q(t))−1c(t) in the ring Mr(Z[[t]]).
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(1) Suppose that M is a nonzero graded left A-module with vector Hilbert se-
ries of the form q(t)−1v(t), where v(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1]r is a column vector. If
GKdim(M) < ∞, then GKdim(M) is the maximal order of 1 as a pole
of the set of rational functions hi = (det q(t))
−1
∑
j cij(t)vj(t) over all
1 ≤ i ≤ r.
(2) Assume that A has a rational matrix-valued Hilbert series hA(t) = q(t)
−1p(t),
where p(t) ∈Mr(Z[t]). If GKdim(A) <∞, then GKdim(A) is equal to the
maximal order of 1 as a pole of the rational functions
(hA(t))il = (det q(t))
−1(c(t)p(t))il = (det q(t))
−1
∑
j
cij(t)pjl(t)
over all 1 ≤ i, l ≤ r. In particular, if d ≤ GKdim(A) < ∞ then det q(t)
must vanish at t = 1 to order at least d.
(3) Assume that hA(t) = q(t)
−1p(t) as in (2), where the matrix polynomials
p(t) and q(t) have no roots in common. Then the set R of roots of q(t) is
equal to the union of the set of poles of the matrix entries of hA(t). The
series htotA (t) is also a rational function and its set of poles is contained in
R. In particular, GKdim(A) <∞ if and only if every root of q(t) is a root
of unity, if and only if every root of q(t) is on the unit circle; otherwise, A
has exponential growth.
Proof. (1) The vector Hilbert series of M is
hM (t) = q(t)
−1v(t) = (det q(t))−1c(t)v(t) = (h1(t), h2(t), . . . , hr(t))
T
by definition. Write hi(t) = fi(t)gi(t)
−1 with fi(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1], gi(t) ∈ Z[t] where
fi(t), gi(t) have no common factors for each i, and where necessarily gi(t) is a factor
of det q(t) in Z[t]. Since the constant term of (det q(t)) is 1, gi(t) has constant term
±1. Then Lemma 2.7 applies to each nonzero hi(t); if GKdim(M) < ∞, then
each of the hi(t) has polynomially bounded growth and so its GK-dimension is the
maximum order of 1 as a pole of hi(t). Since M 6= 0, at least one of the hi(t) 6= 0.
The GK-dimension of hM (t) is equal to the maximum of the GK-dimensions of the
nonzero hi(t) (for example, by the same proof as [11, Proposition 3.2]), and the
result follows.
(2). Since A ∼= Ae1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Aer, we have that GKdim(A) is the maximum of
GKdim(Ael) over 1 ≤ l ≤ r. Moreover, each GKdim(Ael) is a module whose vector
Hilbert series is q(t)−1vl(t) where vl(t) is the lth column of p(t). The first statement
now follows from (1).
Now note that each rational function (hA(t))il = (det q(t))
−1
∑
j cij(t)pjl(t) may
be written in lowest terms as f(t)g(t)−1 with f(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1] and g(t) ∈ Z[t] a
factor of det q(t), so the order of the pole of (hA(t))il at t = 1 is at most the order
of vanishing of det q(t) at t = 1. This proves the second statement.
(3) We consider hA(t) = q(t)
−1p(t) = (det q(t))−1p(t)c(t) as a matrix-valued
function whose entries (hA(t))il are meromorphic (indeed, rational) functions of a
complex variable t. That is, if F is the field of meromorphic functions, we work in
Mr(F). It is clear that if M,N ∈ Mr(F) where no entry of M or N has a pole at
λ ∈ C, then every entry of the productMN also has no pole at λ, so the evaluations
M(λ), N(λ), and [MN ](λ) make sense, and [MN ](λ) =M(λ)N(λ).
Note that the roots of the matrix polynomial q(t) are the same as the usual
roots of the polynomial det q(t). Now if λ ∈ C is not a root of q(t), then every
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matrix entry of hA(t) = (det q(t))
−1p(t)c(t) has no pole at λ. Conversely, suppose
that λ ∈ C is not a pole of any entry of hA(t). Then hA(λ) is defined. Since by
assumption p(t), q(t) ∈Mr(Q[t]), these matrix polynomials have no poles anywhere.
Now in Mr(F) we have hA(t)q(t) = p(t), and so hA(λ)q(λ) = p(λ) in Mr(C). If λ is
a root of q(t), then q(λ) is singular. This forces p(λ) to be singular as well, so that
λ is also a root of p(t), which contradicts the hypothesis that p(t) and q(t) have no
common roots. Thus λ is not a root of q(t).
We have now proved that the roots of q(t) are the same set R as the union of
the poles of the matrix entries (hA(t))il. As h
tot
A (t) is the sum of these entries over
all i, l, we see that it is a rational function with poles contained in R.
Now A has finite GK-dimension if and only if each matrix entry (hA(t))il is a
series with finite GK-dimension. Each of these entries (hA(t))il can we written
as a rational function f(t)g(t)−1 where f(t), g(t) ∈ Z[t] have no common factors
and where g(t) is a factor of det q(t) in Z[t]. Thus g(0) = ±1 and by Lemma 2.7,
(hA(t))il has finite GK-dimension if and only if every root of g(t) is a root of unity,
if and only if every root of g(t) is on the unit circle. Since the union of the poles
of the (hA(t))il) is R, we see that A has finite GK-dimension if and only if every
element of R is a root of unity. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.7, some matrix entry of
hA(t) must have exponential growth, and thus A has exponential growth. 
Example 2.9. Recall that for a graded k-algebra B and a finite group G acting on
B by graded automorphisms, we have the skew group algebra B#kG. This algebra
is equal to B ⊗k kG as a vector space, but with multiplication (a ⊗ g) ∗ (b ⊗ h) =
ag(b) ⊗ gh for a, b ∈ B, g, h ∈ G. The algebra B#kG is again graded, where kG
has degree 0.
Now let G = Z2 = 〈σ〉 act on k[x, y] where σ(x) = x, σ(y) = −y, and let
A = k[x, y]#kG. Since the polynomial ring k[x, y] has Hilbert series 1/(1 − t)2, it
is obvious that htotA (t) = 2/(1 − t)2. It is straightforward to calculate the matrix
Hilbert series of A, as follows. We identify k[x, y] and kG with subalgebras of A.
We have A0 = kG = ke1 + ke2 where 1 = e1 + e2 is a decomposition into primitive
orthogonal idempotents; in this case, if G = {e, g} with e the identity element and
g2 = e, then we may take e1 = (e+ g)/2, e2 = (e− g)/2. A short calculation shows
that e1Ae1 = k[x, y
2]e1 and e2Ae1 = yk[x, y
2]e1, and similarly e2Ae2 = k[x, y
2]e2,
e1Ae2 = yk[x, y
2]e2. Thus we have
hA(t) =
(
1
(1−t)(1−t2)
t
(1−t)(1−t2)
t
(1−t)(1−t2)
1
(1−t)(1−t2)
)
.
A direct check shows that we also have hA(t) = q(t)
−1, where q(t) =
(
1−t −t+t2
−t+t2 1−t
)
and det q(t) = (1− t2)(1− t)2. Thus we may apply Proposition 2.8(2)(3) to A, with
p(t) = I. This example shows that in Proposition 2.8(2), det q(t) may well vanish to
a greater order at t = 1 than GKdim(A). In our example, det q(t) has 1 as a root of
multiplicity 3, but GKdim(A) = 2 because each matrix entry of hA(t) has a pole at
t = 1 only of multiplicity 2. The reason for this is cancellation that happens when
putting each (hA(t))il = (det q(t))
−1
∑
j cij(t)pjl(t) in lowest terms. Similarly, in
Proposition 2.8(3) the set R of roots of q(t) may be bigger than the set of poles of
the series htotA (t). In our example, R = {1,−1} whereas htotA (t) has a pole only at
t = 1. This is caused by cancellation that happens after adding together the matrix
entries of hA(t) to get the total Hilbert series.
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In fact, it is well known that A is a twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of global dimen-
sion 2; for example, see [19, Theorem 4.1(c)]. The matrix Hilbert series of A can
also be calculated from the theory of Section 7 below.
3. Elementary algebras and quivers
The basic ideas in this section are standard, but we give full details since the
case of algebras that are not necessarily generated in degree 1 seems to be less
well-known.
Let A be a locally finite N-graded k-algebra. Let J = J(A) be the graded
Jacobson radical, that is, the intersection of all graded maximal right ideals of A.
Then A≥1 ⊆ J and so J = A≥1⊕J(A0), where J(A0) is the usual Jacobson radical
of the finite-dimensional algebra A0; see [17, Corollary A.II.6.5]. Thus S = A/J ∼=
A0/J(A0) is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra. By Wedderburn’s theorem, S
is a product of matrix rings over division rings which are finite-dimensional over k.
Following similar terminology in the case of finite-dimensional algebras [4, p. 65],
we will say that A is elementary if S is isomorphic to a product kn of copies of
the base field k. This is not usually a serious restriction; for instance, if k is an
algebraically closed field and S is commutative, then the semisimple algebra S is a
product of copies of k, so that A is elementary. For many purposes, in particular
for the study of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras, it is easy to reduce to this case, as we
will explain in Section 6.
Suppose that A as above is elementary. The n orthogonal primitive idempotents
of S = kn can be lifted (not necessarily uniquely) to an orthogonal family of prim-
itive idempotents with 1 = e1 + · · ·+ en in A0; see [12, Corollary 21.32]. Note that
writing 1 = e1 + · · ·+ en as a sum of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents in
A0, then T = ke1 + · · · + ken is a subalgebra of A isomorphic to kn. Thus when
A is elementary, we can identify T with S via the map T → A → A/J(A) = S
which is an isomorphism of k-algebras. In this way we may identify S with a subal-
gebra of A, which again is not necessarily unique. Nevertheless, this identification
is frequently useful; for example, this allows us to refer to left S-submodules of
A, which are k-subspaces of A closed under left multiplication by all of the ei.
Since A =
⊕n
i=1Aei, each Aei is a graded projective left A-module, and it is an
indecomposable module since ei is a primitive idempotent. As i varies we get n
distinct simple left modules Sei = Aei/Jei, and every graded simple left module is
isomorphic to a shift of one of the Sei.
Continue to assume that A is elementary. Let P and Q be left bounded graded
projective A-modules. We claim that there is a graded isomorphism P ∼= Q if
and only if there is a graded isomorphism of left S-modules P/JP ∼= Q/JQ. The
forward direction is immediate; for the converse, by projectivity the isomorphism
f : P/JP ∼= Q/JQ can be lifted to a graded A-module map f˜ : P → Q, which is
surjective by the graded Nakayama Lemma [20, Lemma 2.2]. Since the short exact
sequence 0 → K → P f˜→ Q → 0 is split, the sequence 0 → K/JK → P/JP →
Q/JQ → 0 is also exact, forcing K/JK = 0 and hence K = 0 by Nakayama’s
lemma again; then f˜ is an isomorphism, proving the claim. Since S is semisimple,
there is a graded isomorphism P/JP ∼=⊕i Semi(ℓi), and hence by the claim there
is an isomorphism P ∼= ⊕iAemi(ℓi). The list of pairs (mi, ℓi) is unique up to
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permutation, using the Krull-Schmidt theorem for S-modules. In particular, the
Aei are the only indecomposable left bounded graded projective modules.
In the next result, we give some basic information on the shapes of the minimal
projective resolutions of modules over an elementary algebra. For a more detailed
review of this topic, see [20, Section 2]. All complexes will be homological by
convention in this paper. By contrast, the complexes in [20] were cohomological
(cochain complexes), and we have made appropriate notational changes when ap-
plying results from that paper. Let · · · → Pn → · · · d2→ P1 d1→ P0 ǫ→ M → 0 be
a projective resolution of the graded module M over the graded algebra A. The
resolution is called graded if all Pi are graded projective modules and all maps di
as well as the augmentation map ǫ are homogeneous of degree 0. If P is graded
projective and f : P →M is a graded surjection, we call this a minimal surjection
if f induces an isomorphism P/JP → M/JM , or equivalently, if ker f ⊆ JP . By
the graded Nakayama lemma, every left bounded graded module admits a mini-
mal surjection from a graded projective module. A graded resolution as above is
minimal if all of the di as well as ǫ are minimal surjections onto their images, or
equivalently if kerdi ∈ JPi for all i and ker ǫ ∈ JP0. Then every left bounded
graded module has a minimal graded projective resolution, which is unique up to
isomorphism of complexes.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a finitely graded k-algebra with S = A/J(A). Assume
that A is elementary with S = kn and write 1 = e1+ · · ·+ en as a sum of primitive
pairwise orthogonal idempotents ei ∈ A0. Let P• be the minimal projective reso-
lution of the finitely generated graded left module M , and assume that each Pi is
finitely generated. Then Pi =
⊕
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(M,i,j,m) where
n(M, i, j,m) = dimk Tor
A
i (ejS,M)m = dimk Ext
i
A(M,Sej)−m.
Proof. (See [20, Lemma 2.6] for a similar result.) First, we can write each of
the projective modules Pi as Pi =
⊕
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(M,i,j,m) for some numbers
n(M, i, j,m), because Pi is a direct sum of finitely many indecomposable graded
projectives, each of which is a shift of one of the Aej .
Because P• is a minimal resolution, S ⊗A P• is a complex whose morphisms are
all 0. Thus
TorAi (S,M)
∼= S ⊗A Pi = Pi/JPi =
⊕
j,m
[Sej(−m)]n(M,i,j,m).
Note that TorAi (ejS,M) is the ith homology of ejS ⊗A P• = ej(S ⊗A P•) and so
TorAi (ejS,M) =
⊕
r,m
[ejSer(−m)]n(M,i,r,m).
Then since A is elementary, we have dimk ejSer = δjr and thus
dimk Tor
A
i (ejS,M)m = dimk
⊕
r,p
[ejSer(−p)]n(M,i,r,p)m = n(M, i, j,m).
Similarly, HomA(P•, S) is a complex with 0 morphisms and hence
ExtiA(M,S)
∼= HomA(Pi, S) = HomA(Pi/JPi, S)
= HomA(
⊕
j,m
[Sej(−m)]n(M,i,j,m), S) =
⊕
j,m
ejS(m)
n(M,i,j,m).
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Now ExtiA(M,Sej) is the ith homology of HomA(P•, Sej) = HomA(P•, S)ej (see
[20, Lemma 2.8]) and so we have
dimk Ext
i
A(M,Sej)−m = dimk
⊕
r,p
[erSej(p)]
n(M,i,r,p)
−m = n(M, i, j,m),
as claimed. 
Next, we recall how any elementary k-algebra can be presented as a path alge-
bra of a weighted quiver with relations. The reader can find general background
on quivers in [3]. For us, a weighted quiver Q is a finite directed graph with a non-
negative integer (the degree or weight) associated to each arrow. The (weighted)
path algebra kQ is the usual path algebra with the unique N-grading coming from
giving each arrow a degree equal to its weight. Following [3], for an arrow α ∈ Q
pointing from vertex i to vertex j, we call i the source of the arrow and j the target,
and write s(α) = i and t(α) = j. We use the convention that arrows are composed
in kQ from left to right. The grading of the weighted path algebra is such that its
graded components (kQ)n are given by the span of all paths of total degree n.
In kQ we have the canonical decomposition of 1 = e1 + · · ·+ en of 1 as a sum of
primitive orthogonal idempotents, where ei is the trivial path at vertex i. We let
S =
⊕
kei denote the span of these idempotents, which forms a subalgebra of kQ,
called the vertex space. We define the arrow space V of kQ to be the k-span of the
arrows in Q. It is straightforward to see that V is a graded (S, S)-subbimodule of
the weighted path algebra kQ.
It is well known (see [4, Proposition III.1.3], for instance) that the path algebra
is isomorphic to a tensor algebra in the following way. Given an integer n ≥ 0,
let V ⊗n = V ⊗S ⊗ · · · ⊗S V denote the n-fold tensor power of the (S, S)-bimodule
V , with the convention that V ⊗0 = S. Then we may form the tensor algebra
TS(V ) =
⊕∞
n=0 V
⊗n. One can check that V ⊗n is isomorphic as an (S, S)-bimodule
to the k-linear span Pn of all paths with length (not degree!) equal to n in kQ,
where P0 = S. But then
kQ =
⊕
n≥0
Pn ∼=
⊕
n≥0
V ⊗n = TS(V )
as (S, S)-bimodules, and it is not hard to show that this is in fact an isomorphism of
k-algebras that fixes S. If one endows kQ with the weight grading and TS(V ) with
the grading inherited from V , then this is a graded isomorphism. In particular, it
follows that kQ possesses the universal property [4, Lemma III.1.2] of the tensor
algebra TS(V ).
Lemma 3.2. Let Q be a weighted quiver, and let kQ be the associated graded path
algebra. Let Q0 denote the subquiver of Q consisting of the same vertices as Q, but
only those edges of weight 0. Then:
(1) The degree zero subalgebra of kQ is (kQ)0 = kQ0.
(2) kQ is locally finite if and only if Q0 is acyclic.
(3) If kQ is locally finite, then J(kQ) = J(kQ0)⊕ (kQ)≥1 is the k-linear span
of all paths of length ≥ 1.
Proof. (1) As mentioned above, (kQ)0 is the k-linear span of all paths of total
degree 0. This includes the trivial paths ei, and any nontrivial paths of degree 0
are paths of arrows lying in Q0. It follows that (kQ)0 = kQ0.
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(2) If kQ is locally finite, then (kQ0) = kQ0 is finite-dimensional, which implies
thatQ0 is acyclic. Conversely, suppose thatQ0 is acyclic. LetN be an integer larger
than the number of arrows in Q0. As stated above, the graded (S, S)-bimodule V
⊗N
can be identified with the span of all paths of lengthN in kQ. Because Q0 is acyclic,
it contains no paths of length N ; equivalently, every path of length N in Q must
contain an arrow outside of Q0. Thus V
⊗N has non nonzero elements of degree 0.
It follows as in the discussion preceding [20, Lemma 6.9] that TS(V ) is locally finite.
Thus kQ ∼= TS(V ) is locally finite.
(3) Assuming that kQ is locally finite, its graded Jacobson radical decomposes
as
J(kQ) = J((kQ)0)⊕ (kQ)≥1 = J(kQ0)⊕ (kQ)≥1,
where the second equality follows from part (1). The first summand is the span of
all nontrivial paths of total degree 0, and the second summand is the span of all
paths of total degree ≥ 1. The direct sum of these two subspaces is now readily
seen to be the span of all paths of length ≥ 1. 
We now discuss how any elementary locally finite graded k-algebra A can be
minimally presented as a factor of a path algebra of a weighted quiver, depending
on some non-canonical choices in A. The construction of the quiver is facilitated
by the following.
Definition 3.3. Let A be an elementary locally finite graded algebra. A vertex ba-
sis for A is an (ordered) collection of orthogonal primitive idempotents {e1, . . . , en}
in A0 such that 1 =
∑
ei. The corresponding vertex space is ke1 + · · · + ken; as
stated earlier, this is a subalgebra of A0 that can be identified with S = A/J(A).
Given such a vertex space, an arrow space is a graded (S, S)-subbimodule V of A
such that
J(A) = V ⊕ J(A)2
as (S, S)-bimodules. An arrow basis for V is a basis B that is a union of homo-
geneous bases for each of the summands in the graded vector space decomposition
V =
⊕
i,j eiV ej; that is, B = {α1, . . . , αr} is an (ordered) basis for V such that
each αm ∈ eiAej for some i, j. Fixing a vertex basis and arrow basis, the associated
weighted quiver Q has vertices 1, . . . , n, and r arrows we label α̂m, where α̂m is an
arrow from i→ j, with the same weight as the degree of αm ∈ A.
We note if A is a locally finite elementary algebra and S ⊆ A is any fixed vertex
space, there always exists an arrow space V for A. Indeed, note that S ∼= kn is a
separable k-algebra, and thus the enveloping algebra Se = S ⊗ Sop is semisimple.
The graded (S, S)-bimodule A is k-central, and thus can be viewed as a graded
Se-module in the usual way (see [20, Section 1], for instance). Thus the inclusion
J(A)2 ⊆ J(A) of graded Se-submodules is split, and there is an Se-submodule
V such that J(A) = V ⊕ J(A)2. But this V is simply a graded k-central (S, S)-
subbimodule.
Recall that the k-algebra A is indecomposable if it cannot be written as a product
of two nontrivial algebras; this is equivalent to A having no nontrivial central
idempotents. An N-graded algebra A is indecomposable if and only if it is graded
indecomposable, that is, A cannot be written as a product of two nontrivial graded
algebras, or equivalently, A has no homogeneous nontrivial central idempotents [20,
Lemma 2.7].
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A is a finitely graded elementary k-algebra with fixed
choice of vertex basis and compatible arrow basis. Let Q be the associated weighted
quiver as described above, and denote J = J(kQ).
(1) There is a graded isomorphism kQ/I ∼= A, for some homogeneous ideal
I ⊆ J2. The quiver Q is the unique weighted quiver up to isomorphism
satisfying this condition.
(2) For vertices i and j in Q, the number of arrows of weight m from j to i in
Q is equal to dimk Ext
1
A(Sei, Sej)−m.
(3) The quiver Q is connected (as an undirected graph) if and only if A is
indecomposable as an algebra.
Proof. (1) Let the trivial path at vertex i in Q be êi. By the universal property of
kQ, there exists a unique graded k-algebra homomorphism φ : kQ → A such that
φ(êi) = ei for all i and φ(α̂i) = αi for all i. Let V = kα1 + · · ·+ kαr be the arrow
space. As in the proof of [20, Lemma 2.3], we have A = S+V +V 2+ · · · as graded
k-spaces. By construction, the image of φ contains S and V , so φ is surjective. In
fact, by construction φ induces a graded bijection from the k-span of the paths of
length ≤ 1 in Q to S ⊕ V , and A = S ⊕ V ⊕ J2(A). So kerφ ⊆ J2, since J2 is the
k-span of paths in Q of length at least 2 by Lemma 3.2(3). The uniqueness of Q
follows directly from part (2) of the statement, which will be proved next.
(2) The minimal left projective resolution of Sei begins with
P1 → P0 ǫ→ Sei → 0.
Clearly P0 = Aei, and Proposition 3.1 states P1 =
⊕
j,mAej(−m)n(Sei,1,j,m) for
n(Sei, 1, j,m) = dimk Ext
1
A(Sei, Sej)−m.
The projective P1 minimally surjects onto ker ǫ = Jei, and so we must also have
Jei/J
2ei ∼= P1/JP1 =
⊕
j,m
Sej(−m)n(Sei,1,j,m)
as left modules. Because dimk ejSei = δij , it follows that
n(Sei, 1, j,m) = dimk(ejJei/ejJ
2ei)m.
Since the arrow space V satisfies J = V ⊕J2, we have ejJei/ejJ2ei ∼= ejV ei. Thus
n(Sei, 1, j,m) = dimk(ejV ei)m
is also the number of arrows of weight m from j to i in Q.
(3) Write A ∼= kQ/I for the weighted quiver Q and I ⊆ J2, as in part (1).
Let e ∈ A be a nontrivial central idempotent. By the proof of [20, Lemma 2.7],
if e = e0 + e1 + · · · with ei ∈ Ai, then e0 is also a nontrivial central idempotent
in A. Since I ⊆ J2, we have kQ/J2 ∼= A/J2(A) as rings, and thus kQ/J2 has a
nontrivial central idempotent of degree 0. The latter ring can be identified with
the path algebra of Q with relations given by every path of length 2. It is easy
to see that such a ring has no nontrivial central idempotents of degree 0 when Q
is connected; see [3, Lemma II.1.7] for the idea (having weighted arrows makes no
difference to the proof). 
Definition 3.5. Given a locally finite elementary k-algebra A, we call the weighted
quiver Q in the theorem above the underlying (weighted) quiver of the algebra A.
We define the (weighted) incidence matrix of Q to be N(t) =
∑
m≥0 Vmt
m ∈
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Mn(Z[t]), where Vm ∈ Mn(Z) is a matrix with (Vm)ij equal to the number of
arrows from i to j of weight m. The usual unweighted incidence matrix of Q is
M ∈Mn(Z) where Mij is the number of arrows of any weight from i to j, so that
M = N(1).
Example 3.6. Let Q be a quiver with two vertices 1, 2 and one arrow α from 1
to 2, so kQ = ke1 + kα + ke2. Then kQ has the obvious vertex basis {e1, e2} and
arrow basis {α}, but the algebra A = kQ also has vertex basis {e1 + cα, e2 − cα}
for any c ∈ k (with the same arrow basis).
On the other hand, even when a vertex basis is fixed, a path algebra kQ will
generally have many arrow bases, in particular when the quiver has multiple arrows.
For example, let Q be a quiver with one vertex and two loops x, y of weights 1 and
2 respectively, with vertex basis {e1}, so that kQ ∼= k〈x, y〉. Of course {x, y} is an
arrow basis, but so is {x, y + x2}.
In the next result, we relate the beginning of the minimal projective resolutions
of the simple modules over a factor of a finitely graded elementary k-algebra A to
the generators and relations of an algebra. Again, this is a rather standard affair,
but because we work in the setting of weighted quivers we give details for lack of
an exact reference. Let I be a ideal of an algebra A. A subset X ⊆ I of an algebra
is said to minimally generate the ideal I if no proper subset of X generates I as a
2-sided ideal. For a fixed decomposition 1 = e1+ · · ·+ en of 1 as a sum of primitive
orthogonal idempotents in A, we say that a subset Y of A is S-compatible if each
y ∈ Y is in ejAiek for some i, j, k.
Lemma 3.7. Let Q be a weighted quiver and let A = kQ/I for some homogeneous
I ⊆ J2(kQ). Write ei for the trivial path at vertex i in kQ, identify it with its
image in A which we also write as ei, and let S = ke1 + · · · + ken. Let X =
{x1, . . . , xp} ⊆ J(kQ) be a k-linearly independent S-compatible set and let V =
kX = kx1 + · · · + kxp. Let G = {gm | 1 ≤ m ≤ b} be an S-compatible set of
elements in I. Write deg gi = si, and suppose that we can write gi =
∑
j gijxj for
some elements gij ∈ kQ. Let x be the image in A of an element x of kQ.
(1) The complex
b⊕
i=1
Aemi(−si)
δ2=( gij )
//
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj)
δ1=


x1
...
xp


// A→ S → 0 (3.8)
(where the free modules consist of row vectors and the maps are right mul-
tiplication by the indicated matrices) is the beginning of a minimal graded
projective resolution of the left A-module S if and only if V is an arrow
space for kQ and the {gi} minimally generate the ideal I of relations.
(2) Similarly, if X ⊆ J(kQ)er and G ⊆ kQer, the complex
b⊕
1=1
Aemi(−si)
δ2=( gij )
//
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj)
δ1=


x1
...
xp


// Aer → Ser → 0 (3.9)
is the beginning of a minimal projective resolution of the simple left A-
module Ser if and only if V er ⊕ J2(KQ)er = J(KQ)er as k-spaces, and
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there is an S-compatible set H which minimally generates the ideal I of
relations, such that H ∩ kQer = G.
Proof. (1) It is clear that for the first complex to be exact at A =
⊕n
i=1Aei we need
δ1 to be a minimal surjection onto J(A). By Nakayama’s lemma, this is if and only
if x1, . . . , xp have images in J(A)/J
2(A) which are a k-basis. Since I ⊆ J2(kQ), we
have an identification J(A)/J2(A) = J(kQ)/J2(kQ) and it is equivalent to demand
that x1, . . . , xp have images in J(kQ)/J
2(kQ) which are a k-basis. This is the same
as the the condition that V is an arrow space in kQ.
Assuming that V is an arrow space, we claim that δ2 is a minimal surjection
onto ker δ1 if and only if the set {gi} minimally generates the ideal I of relations.
This is proved by a similar argument as in the connected graded case, as can be
found in [21, Lemma 2.1.3], but we give details here for the reader’s convenience.
Consider ker δ1 = {(h1, . . . , hp) |
∑
j hjxj = 0}, which is a left A-submodule of⊕p
j=1 Aekj (−dj), and define Y = {(h1, . . . , hp) |
∑
j hjxj ∈ I} ⊆
⊕p
j=1 kQekj(−dj).
Suppose that we are given a set of homogeneous elements {fij | 1 ≤ i ≤ b, 1 ≤ j ≤
p} ⊆ kQ, such that fi =
∑
j fijxj ∈ I for all i, where the set of elements {fi} is S-
compatible. Straightforward arguments prove that the following are all equivalent:
(1) {fi} generates I as a 2-sided ideal of kQ.
(2) I = Ix1 + · · ·+ Ixp +
∑
i kQfi.
(3) Y = I⊕n +
∑
i kQ(fi1, . . . , fip).
(4) ker δ1 =
∑
iA(fi1, . . . , fip).
It follows that the set {gi} generates I as a 2-sided ideal if and only if Im δ2 = ker δ1.
Then {gi} minimally generates I if and only if δ2 is a minimal surjection onto ker δ1.
(2) The same argument as in the first part clearly shows that exactness at Aer
is equivalent to V satisfying V ⊕ J2(kQ)er = J(kQ)er. Assuming this holds, given
a complex as in (3.9), taking a direct sum of this complex with the beginning
of minimal projective resolutions of the simple modules Sej for all j 6= r gives
a potential minimal projective resolution of S as in (3.8), which is the beginning
of a minimal projective resolution of S if and only if the complex in (3.9) is the
beginning of a minimal projective resolution of Ser. By the result of the first part,
this is if and only if the {gi} are the part of a S-compatible minimal generating set
of I consisting of those relations ending at vertex r, as required. 
4. Matrix Hilbert series of homologically smooth elementary
algebras
In this section, we show how the results on matrix Hilbert series from the previous
section apply to elementary algebras whose simple modules have nice projective
resolutions.
We begin with some necessary definitions. Recall that a module M over an
algebra A is called perfect if M has a finite length projective resolution 0→ Pd →
Pd−1 → · · · → P0 → M → 0 where each Pi is a finitely generated projective A-
module. If A is N-graded and M is a graded A-module, perfect is equivalent to
graded perfect, where we demand that the Pi are graded projective and the maps
in the resolution are homogeneous of degree 0 [20, Lemma 2.4].
For a k-algebra A, let Ae = A⊗kAop be its enveloping algebra. Note that (A,A)-
bimodules are the same thing as left Ae-modules; in particular A has a natural left
Ae-structure given by its canonical (A,A)-bimodule structure. An algebra A is said
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to be homologically smooth if A is perfect as a left Ae-module. If A is N-graded,
then A is homologically smooth if and only if it is graded homologically smooth:
that is, there is a graded projective resolution 0→ Pd → · · · → P1 → P0 → A→ 0
where each Pi is a finitely generated graded projective A
e-module.
Recall that a finite-dimensional semisimple k-algebra B is separable if B ⊗k L
remains semisimple for all field extensions k ⊆ L. In [20] we show the following,
based on a result due to Jeremy Rickard.
Lemma 4.1. ([20, Theorem 3.10]) Let A be a locally finite N-graded k-algebra with
S = A/J(A). Then A is homologically smooth over k if and only if S is separable
as a k-algebra and S is a perfect left A-module.
Now note that if A is a locally finite elementary graded k-algebra, so that S =
A/J ∼= kn, then S is obviously separable over k. So in the elementary case, homo-
logical smoothness of A over k is equivalent to S being perfect, or equivalently, to
Sei being perfect for all i where 1 = e1 + · · ·+ en is an idempotent decomposition.
We see next that this condition also guarantees that the matrix Hilbert series of an
elementary algebra has a nice form.
Proposition 4.2. Let A be a locally finite elementary k-algebra, with fixed decom-
position 1 = e1+· · ·+en of 1 as a sum of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents.
Assume that A is homologically smooth over k.
(1) The matrix Hilbert series of A is of the form hA(t) = q(t)
−1 for some matrix
polynomial q(t) ∈Mn(Z[t]). If D(t) = det q(t) ∈ Z[t], then D(0) = ±1.
(2) If M is a perfect Z-graded left A-module, then the vector Hilbert series
hM (t) has the form (r1(t)D(t)
−1, r2(t)D(t)
−1, . . . , rn(t)D(t)
−1)T for some
Laurent polynomials ri(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1].
(3) If M is a perfect graded left A-module with total Hilbert series h(t) = htotM (t)
and with GKdim(M) = m < ∞, then ǫ(h(t)) is positive and an integer
multiple of ǫ(D(t))−1.
(4) Let 0 → M → N → P → 0 be a short exact sequence of perfect graded
A-modules of finite GK-dimension, with graded homomorphisms. Then
GKdim(N) = max(GKdim(M),GKdim(P )).
Moreover, if GKdim(M) = GKdim(P ) then the multiplicities satisfy ǫ(N) =
ǫ(M) + ǫ(P ).
Proof. (1) As noted above, homological smoothness guarantees that each simple
module Ser is perfect. The minimal graded projective resolution of the simple
module Ser has the form P• → Ser → 0, where Pi =
⊕
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(Ser ,i,j,m),
in the notation of Proposition 3.1. By assumption, the numbers n(Ser, i, j,m) are
finite and are 0 for i≫ 0.
Now each Aej has a vector Hilbert series hAej (t) = (he1Aej (t), . . . , henAej (t))
T .
From the projective resolution of Ser we determine that the rth standard basis
vector er = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)
T can be written as
er =
∑
i
(−1)i
∑
j,m
n(Ser, i, j,m)t
mhAej (t) =
∑
j
qjr(t)hAej (t),
where qjr(t) =
∑
i,m(−1)in(Ser, i, j,m)tm ∈ Z[t].
Now letting q(t) = (qjr(t)) ∈ Mn(Z), and letting hA(t) be the matrix Hilbert
series of A, the (m, r)-entry of hA(t)q(t) is
∑n
j=1 hemAej (t)qjr(t), which as we saw
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above, is also equal to the mth coordinate of the rth standard basis vector, and so
is equal to δmr. Thus hA(t)q(t) = I and hA(t) = q(t)
−1 as claimed.
Since hA(t)q(t) = I holds in the matrix ring Mn(Z[[t]]), taking determinants
yields det hA(t) det q(t) = 1. Since dethA(t) and det q(t) are in Z[[t]], this forces
both dethA(t) and det q(t) to have constant term ±1.
(2) Let P• → M be a minimal graded projective resolution of M , and write
Pi =
∑
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(M,i,j,m), where again the numbers n(M, i, j,m) are finite
since M is perfect.
The same argument as in part (1) shows that the vector Hilbert series of M
satisfies
hM (t) =
∑
i
(−1)i
∑
j,m
n(M, i, j,m)tmhAej (t) =
∑
j
pj(t)hAej (t)
where pj(t) =
∑
i,m(−1)in(M, i, j,m)tm ∈ Z[t, t−1].
Now since hAej (t) is equal to the jth column of the matrix Hilbert series hA(t) =
q(t)−1, we get
hM (t) = q(t)
−1

p1(t)
p2(t)
...
pn(t)
 .
In particular, since q(t)−1 = c(t)D(t)−1 where c(t) ∈ Z[t] is the adjugate ma-
trix of q(t), we get that the jth entry of hM (t) is rj(t)D(t)
−1 where rj(t) =∑n
i=1 cji(t)pi(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1].
(3) The total Hilbert function of M can be found by summing the terms of
the vector Hilbert series calculated in part (2), and thus it has the form htotM (t) =
h(t) = r(t)D(t)−1. By cancelling common factors in Z[t], this has an expression as
h(t) = f(t)g(t)−1 with f, g ∈ Z[t] relatively prime, and we still have g(0) = ±1. By
Lemma 2.7(1), since GKdim(M) <∞ all roots of g(t) are roots of unity. Then by
Lemma 2.7(3), ǫ(h(t)) is positive and an integer multiple of ǫ(g(t))−1.
Write D(t) = g(t)s(t) where s(t) ∈ Z[t]. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.7,
ǫ(s(t)) ∈ Z since s(t) has integer coefficients. Then ǫ(D(t)) = ǫ(g(t))ǫ(s(t)) and
so ǫ(g(t))−1 is an integer multiple of ǫ(D(t))−1. It follows that ǫ(h(t)) is also an
integer multiple of ǫ(D(t))−1 as required.
(4) If M is a perfect graded A-module, as already noted in part (3) its total
Hilbert series h(t) is rational and can be written in lowest terms as h(t) = f(t)g(t)−1
where f(t) ∈ Z[t, t−1], g(t) ∈ Z[t], g(0) = ±1 and f(t), g(t) have no common factors.
By Lemma 2.7(2) if GKdim(M) = m <∞, then m is the order of the pole of h(t)
at t = 1. Then by Lemma 2.7(3),
h(t) = ǫ(M)(1− t)−m + a−m+1(1− t)−m+1 + · · · ,
where the multiplicity of M is ǫ(M) = ǫ(h(t)) > 0. Now if 0 → M → N →
P → 0 is an exact sequence of perfect modules of finite GK-dimension with
graded homomorphisms, then we get htotN (t) = h
tot
M (t) + h
tot
P (t). Applying the
observations above for each of M , N , and P , it is easy to see that GKdim(N) =
max(GKdim(M),GKdim(P )) as claimed. Also, in case GKdim(M) = GKdim(P ) =
m then GKdim(N) = m also and so ǫ(N) = ǫ(M) + ǫ(P ) is immediate. 
To end this section we discuss how in most cases, to prove results about locally
finite graded algebras A that are not necessarily elementary, particularly regarding
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GK-dimension, one can often pass to the elementary case in a standard way. The
key result is the following theorem. For the definition of graded Morita equivalence,
we refer readers to [22, p. 496].
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a locally finite graded k-algebra, with S = A/J(A). As-
sume that S is separable over k.
(1) There is a finite degree separable field extension k ⊆ L such that S ⊗k L
is isomorphic to a product of matrix rings over L, and A′ = A ⊗k L is a
locally finite L-algebra with J(A′) = J(A) ⊗k L, A′/J(A′) ∼= S ⊗k L, and
GKdimL(A
′) = GKdimk(A).
(2) There is a full idempotent e ∈ A′0 such that A′′ = eA′e is graded Morita
equivalent to A′ and A′′ is an elementary locally finite graded L-algebra with
GKdimL(A
′′) = GKdimL(A
′).
Proof. (1) Because S is a separable k-algebra, there exists a finite separable ex-
tension L/k such that S ⊗k L is isomorphic to a product of matrix rings over L;
see [7, §13, The´ore`me 1]. By [20, Lemma 3.7], the algebra A′ = A⊗L has J(A′) =
J(A)⊗k L and A′/J(A′) = S ⊗k L. It is clear that GKdimL(A′) = GKdimk(A); in
fact, the total Hilbert series of A over k is the same as the total Hilbert series of
A′ over L.
(2) Since S′ = A′/J(A′) is a product of matrix rings over its base field L, it
is standard that there is a full idempotent e ∈ A′0 such that A′′ = eA′e is an
elementary L-algebra [3, Section I.6]. The rings A′′ and A′ are Morita equivalent
since e is a full idempotent. Morita equivalence preserves GK-dimension, so that
GKdimL(A
′) = GKdimL(A
′′). 
We give an example of how the result above can be used to reduce to the el-
ementary case in the proofs of some important basic properties. Let us recall
some standard notions in the theory of GK-dimension. Let A be a locally finite
graded k-algebra. We say that GK-dimension is graded exact over A if, given a
short exact sequence 0 → M → N → P → 0 in the category of finitely generated
graded left A-modules, then GKdim(N) = max(GKdim(M),GKdim(P )). We say
that GK-dimension is graded finitely partitive over A if, given a finitely generated
graded A-module M , there is a number n0 = n0(M) such that if there exists a
descending chain M = M0 ) M1 ) · · · ) Mn of graded submodules Mi with
GKdim(Mi/Mi+1) = GKdim(M) for all i, then n ≤ n0.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a locally finite graded homologically smooth k-algebra.
(1) Either GKdim(A) <∞ or else A has exponential growth.
(2) If A is noetherian, then GKdim(A) < ∞ and GK-dimension over A is
graded exact and graded finitely partitive.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, S = A/J(A) is separable. Thus we can use Theorem 4.3 to
pass to an algebra A′′ which is elementary. By construction A′′ = e(A⊗k L)e for a
full idempotent e ∈ (A⊗L)0, where k ⊆ L is a finite extension of fields. Note that
if A is noetherian, so is A′ = A⊗k L, since it is a finitely generated A-module; then
A′′ is also noetherian since it is Morita equivalent to A′. As noted in Theorem 4.3
already, GKdimL(A
′′) = GKdimk(A). In addition, since A is homologically smooth,
so is A′′ [20, Corollary 3.14, Proposition 3.17].
If A is not graded finitely partitive, there is a graded A-module M such that
for each n > 0 there is a descending chain M = M0 ) M1 ) · · · ) Mn of graded
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submodules Mi with GKdim(Mi/Mi+1) = GKdim(M) for all i. Since − ⊗k L and
e(−) are exact functors which preserve GK-dimension, we easily get that A′′ has
a module M ′′ = e(M ⊗k L) with the same properties, so A′′ is not graded finitely
partitive. A similar argument shows that if A is not graded exact, then A′′ is not
graded exact.
By the observations above, we see that it is enough to prove the proposition
for the elementary algebra A′′. Changing notation back, we assume that A is
elementary for the rest of the proof.
(1) By Proposition 4.2(1) and Proposition 2.8(3), either GKdim(A) <∞ or else
A has exponential growth.
(2) If A has exponential growth, it is not noetherian by a result of Stephenson
and Zhang [23, Theorem 1.2]. Thus we must have GKdim(A) < ∞. Since A is
noetherian and of finite global dimension, the perfect A-modules are the same as
the finitely generated A-modules. Also, each finitely generated A-module M has
GKdim(M) ≤ GKdim(A) <∞. Thus Proposition 4.2(4) shows that GK-dimension
is exact on short exact sequences of finitely generated graded modules. The graded
finitely partitive property is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.2(3) and (4). 
5. The structure of graded invertible bimodules
Let A be a k-algebra. Let U be an (A,A)-bimodule. When studying a bimodule
over a k-algebra, we always assume the bimodule is k-central, that is au = ua for
all u ∈ U and a ∈ k. Recall that an (A,A)-bimodule U is invertible if there is an
(A,A)-bimodule V with
U ⊗A V ∼= A ∼= V ⊗A U (5.1)
as (A,A)-bimodules. If A is a graded k-algebra, a graded (A,A)-bimodule is graded
invertible if there is another graded (A,A)-bimodule V such that (5.1) holds with
graded isomorphisms. By [20, Lemma 2.10], a graded (A,A)-bimodule is graded
invertible if and only if it is invertible when considered as an ungraded bimodule.
Given a k-algebra endomorphism µ : A→ A, we can define an (A,A)-bimodule
1Aµ, which is the same as A as a left module, but with right A-action a∗x = aµ(x).
Given another endomorphism τ : A→ A, it is easy to check that 1Aµ⊗A1Aτ ∼= 1Aµτ
as (A,A)-bimodules. In particular, if µ is an automorphism then 1Aµ is invertible,
with inverse 1Aµ
−1
. Similarly, if A is graded and µ is a graded automorphism, then
1Aµ is graded invertible.
For a connected graded k-algebra A, generated by degree one elements, it is well
known that every graded invertible bimodule is graded isomorphic to 1Aµ(ℓ) for
some graded automorphism µ and some shift ℓ. On the other hand, graded invertible
bimodules over a general locally finite graded k-algebra, even an elementary algebra,
can have a surprisingly complicated structure. The details are given in the next
result, which will be important for our applications to Calabi-Yau algebras later.
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a locally finite graded elementary k-algebra with graded
Jacobson radical J and semisimple part S = A/J . Choose a fixed decomposition
1 = e1 + · · ·+ en of 1 as a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents ei ∈ A0. Let U
be a graded invertible bimodule over A.
(1) There exists a (not necessarily graded) automorphism µ : A → A such
that U ∼= 1Aµ as ungraded bimodules, and such that there is permutation
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of {1, . . . , n}, which we also write as µ, with µ(ei) = eµ(i) for all i. The
permutation µ is uniquely determined by U .
(2) There is a unique sequence of integers ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) such that U ∼=∑n
i=1 Aei(ℓi) as graded left modules and U
∼= ∑ni=1 eiA(ℓµ(i)) as graded
right modules.
(3) The restriction of µ to eiAej yields an isomorphism eiAej → eµ(i)Aeµ(j)
of graded vector spaces which is homogeneous of degree ℓµ(j) − ℓµ(i).
(4) U ⊗A Sej ∼= Seµ(j)(ℓµ(j)), as graded left A-modules, for all j.
(5) Suppose that A0 = S and that A is generated as a k-algebra by elements
of degree 0 and 1 (equivalently, the underlying weighted quiver of A has
all arrows of weight 1). Suppose in addition that A is indecomposable as
an algebra. Then all of the ℓi are equal to a single ℓ, the automorphism
µ : A→ A is a graded automorphism; and U ∼= 1Aµ(ℓ).
Proof. (1) Since U is graded invertible, U is finitely generated projective as a left A-
module. By the remarks at the beginning of Section 3, we have U ∼=⊕mi=1 Aedi(ℓi),
as graded left modules, for some uniquely determined 1 ≤ di ≤ n (possibly with
repeats) and shifts ℓi ∈ Z. In addition, U is invertible in the ungraded sense
and so must be a generator of the category A-Mod of left A-modules. Ignoring
the grading for the moment, then Aei is a surjective image of U
⊕r for some r;
say φ : U⊕r → Aei is a surjection, where we can think of φ as an element of⊕r
j=1
⊕m
k=1 HomA(Aedk , Aei). For h 6= i, since Aeh and Aei are not isomorphic by
the assumption that A is elementary, then there can be no surjective homomorphism
Aeh → Aei, and thus any element in HomA(Aeh, Aei) has image in the unique
maximal left submodule Jei of Aei. Since φ is surjective, it follows that i = dk
for some k. In other words, every indecomposable projective occurs at least once
as summand of U , so the di include every integer from 1 to n, and thus m ≥ n.
On the other hand, since U is graded invertible, and hence U ⊗A − is a graded
Morita equivalence, there is a graded isomorphism of rings A
op ∼= EndA(U). If
fi ∈ EndA(U) is projection onto the ith summand of U followed by inclusion,
then 1 = f1 + · · · + fm and the fi are orthogonal idempotents in EndA(U). Since
A
op ∼= EndA(U), there must be at most n idempotents in any decomposition of 1
into a sum of orthogonal idempotents, and thus m ≤ n. This forces m = n. Thus
the di include each integer from 1 to n exactly once, so that we can relabel now to
assume that U ∼=⊕ni=1 Aei(ℓi).
Now U =
⊕n
i=1 Uei as graded left modules. Since we just saw that U is a
direct sum of n indecomposable graded projective left A-modules, each Uei must
be indecomposable. As we remarked at the beginning of Section 3, the modules Aei
are the only graded indecomposable projectives, and so there must be a permutation
µ of {1, . . . , n} and isomorphisms ψj : Uej ∼= Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)), as graded left modules,
for all j. Let xj ∈ Uej be the homogeneous generator of this module such that
ψj(xj) = eµ(j) ∈ Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)). Note that deg(xj) = −ℓµ(j).
Now we fix an (ungraded) isomorphism ψ : U → A of left modules which is given
by following the graded isomorphism
⊕
ψj :
⊕n
j=1 Uej →
⊕n
j=1Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)) with
the natural identification
⊕n
j=1 Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)) →
⊕n
j=1 Aeµ(j), which is a map of
degree ℓµ(j) in the jth component.
To produce the automorphism µ, we use a similar idea as in [14, Lemma 2.9].
Because ψ : U → A is an isomorphism of left modules, there is an (A,A)-bimodule
isomorphism U ∼= 1Aµ where µ : A → A is the endomorphism defined by µ(a) =
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ψ(ψ−1(1) ∗ a), with ∗ indicating the right A-module action on U . Note that since
ψ is not necessarily graded, µ is not necessarily a graded endomorphism.
Let V be the inverse of U , so that U ⊗A V ∼= A ∼= V ⊗A U as graded (A,A)-
bimodules. Then V is also graded invertible and so the same arguments as above
give V ∼= 1Aτ for some endomorphism τ : A→ A. Thus A ∼= 1Aµ ⊗A 1Aτ ∼= 1Aµτ
as ungraded bimodules. Consider some bimodule isomorphism θ : A → 1Aµτ , and
let a = θ(1). Then a generates 1Aµτ as a left module and so there is b ∈ A such
that ba = 1. Similarly a is a right generator and so there is c ∈ A such that
aµ(τ(c)) = 1. Thus a has a right and left inverse and so is a unit in A. Now
for all b ∈ A we have b = b(1) = (1)b and so applying θ we get ba = aµ(τ(b)).
This shows that µτ(b) = a−1ba and we conclude that µτ is an inner automorphism
of A. A symmetric argument using that A ∼= V ⊗A U shows that τµ is an inner
automorphism. In particular, µ is an automorphism of A.
By the construction of ψ, we have ψ−1(1) = x1 + · · · + xn with each xi a
generator of Uei as defined above. Then µ(ej) = ψ((
∑
xi) ∗ ej) = ψ(xj) = eµ(j)
by definition. The uniqueness of the permutation µ is clear from the isomorphisms
Uej ∼= Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)).
(2) We have already found integers ℓi such that U ∼=
⊕n
i=1 Aei(ℓi) as graded
left A-modules, and the uniqueness of the integers ℓi follows from the remarks
at the beginning of Section 3. An analogous argument on the other side gives
U ∼= ⊕ni=1 eiA(ℓ′i) for some uniquely determined integers ℓ′i, as graded right A-
modules.
Since we work with left modules by default in this paper, we use the notation
HomAop (M,N) to indicate a Hom group between right modulesMA and NA. Since
U is graded invertible, the natural map A → HomAop (U,U) = EndAop (U) is a
graded isomorphism (of rings, and of (A,A)-bimodules). Thus we have
A ∼= EndAop (U) = HomAop
 n⊕
j=1
ejA(ℓ
′
j), U

=
n⊕
j=1
HomAop (ejA(ℓ
′
j), U)
∼=
n⊕
j=1
Uej(−ℓ′j),
as graded left A-modules. In part (1) we already saw that Uej ∼= Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)),
so we conclude that A ∼= ⊕nj=1Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j) − ℓ′j) as graded left A-modules. This
forces ℓ′j = ℓµ(j) as claimed.
(3) Suppose that a ∈ eiAej is homogeneous with deg(a) = m. Since a ∈ eiA,
µ(a) = ψ((
∑
h xh) ∗ a) = ψ(xi ∗ a). Now since deg(xi) = −ℓµ(i), as noted in part
(1), deg(xi ∗ a) = m − ℓµ(i). But since a ∈ Aej , we also have xi ∗ a ∈ Uej. Since
ψ : U → A is homogeneous of degree ℓµ(j) when restricted to Uej , deg(ψ(xi ∗ a)) =
m+ ℓµ(j) − ℓµ(i). The result follows.
(4) We have U ⊗A S ∼= S ⊗A U , as graded (A,A)-bimodules, by [20, Lemma
2.11]. Now U ⊗A Sej ∼= U ⊗A S ⊗A Aej ∼= S ⊗A U ⊗A Aej = S ⊗A Uej . But we
have seen that Uej ∼= Aeµ(j)(ℓµ(j)), and so S ⊗A Uej ∼= Seµ(j)(ℓµ(j)).
(5) Since U ∼=∑ni=1Aei(ℓi) as graded left A-modules, we have
EndA(U) = HomA
 m⊕
i=1
Aei(ℓi),
m⊕
j=1
Aej(ℓj)
 ∼=
⊕
i,j
eiAej(ℓj − ℓi)

op
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as graded algebras; we denote the algebra above as B =
⊕
i,j eiAej(ℓj − ℓi). As
already noted, since U is graded invertible the natural map A
op → EndA(U) is a
graded isomorphism; thus B ∼= A as graded rings. By Hypothesis, J = J(A) = A≥1,
so A = A0 ⊕ J and J = A1 ⊕ A≥2 = J2 as vector spaces; in other words, A0 is
a vertex space for A and A1 is an arrow space, so the associated quiver Q has all
arrows of weight 1. Now the ring B is clearly essentially the same as the ring A, with
some elements possibly having shifted degrees. Clearly J(B) =
⊕
i,j eiJej(ℓj − ℓi)
and it follows that X =
⊕
i,j eiA0ej(ℓj − ℓi) = B0 is a vertex space for B and
V =
⊕
i,j eiA1ej(ℓj − ℓi) is an arrow space for B. Since A and B are graded
isomorphic, they have the same associated quiver, so we see that eiA1ej(ℓj − ℓi)
must be of degree 1 as long as it is nonzero. Thus if Q is the associated quiver
of A, then whenever there is an arrow i → j in Q we must have ℓi = ℓj . Since
A is indecomposable as an algebra, Q is connected by Lemma 3.4. It follows that
the numbers ℓi are all equal to a single number ℓ. By part (3), this implies that µ
is a graded automorphism. Since we now have U ∼= A(ℓ) as graded left (or right)
A-modules, we must also have U ∼= 1Aµ(ℓ) as graded (A,A)-bimodules. 
It is easy to find examples where A is decomposable as an algebra and a graded
invertible bimodule over A has shifts ℓi as in part (2) of the proposition which are
not all equal. For a very simple example, let A = k × k with 1 = e1 + e2 and let
U = ke1(ℓ1) ⊕ ke2(ℓ2) for any integers ℓ1, ℓ2. Clearly U is graded invertible with
inverse V = ke1(−ℓ1)⊕ ke2(−ℓ2). In this example µ is trivial.
More interestingly, if the quiver associated to a locally finite elementary alge-
bra A does not have arrows of weight 1, then even if A is indecomposable, the
shifts ℓi associated to a graded bimodule U may be different and µ may not be a
graded automorphism. We will work out a detailed example in the next section
(Example 6.7).
6. Growth of graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras
For the rest of the paper, we will specialize to graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras
that are locally finite and elementary. So we first review the definition and some
facts about such algebras.
Definition 6.1. Let A be an N-graded k-algebra. We say that A is graded twisted
Calabi-Yau of dimension d if
(i) A is graded homologically smooth; and
(ii) there is a graded invertible (A,A)-bimodule U such that
ExtiAe(A,A
e) ∼=
{
0, i 6= d
U, i = d
as graded right Ae-modules.
This U is called the Nakayama bimodule of A. We say that A is Calabi-Yau if
U ∼= A.
For a not necessarily graded algebra A, the twisted Calabi-Yau property is de-
fined similarly, with all instances of the word “graded” removed from the definition.
In [20, Theorem 4.2], we show that an algebra which is N-graded and twisted Calabi-
Yau is automatically graded twisted Calabi-Yau in the sense of the above definition.
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Thus in this paper, in which we are primarily interested in graded algebras, we will
just refer to them as twisted Calabi-Yau rather than graded twisted Calabi-Yau.
Suppose that A is a locally finite graded twisted Calabi-Yau k-algebra, with
graded Jacobson radical J = J(A) and semisimple factor S = A/J = A0/J(A0).
We know from Lemma 4.1 that S must be separable. This allows us to reduce to
the elementary case in the study of graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebras.
Lemma 6.2. If A is a locally finite twisted Calabi-Yau k-algebra, then there is a
finite separable extension k ⊆ L and a full idempotent e ∈ A′ = A ⊗k L such that
A′′ = eA′e is an elementary graded twisted Calabi-Yau L-algebra, with GKdimk A =
GKdimLA
′′.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, S = A/J is separable over k. Thus Theorem 4.3 applies.
The algebra A′ = A ⊗k L remains twisted Calabi-Yau over L since this property
is stable under base field extension [20, Proposition 4.7]. Similarly, the twisted
Calabi-Yau property is stable under Morita equivalence [20, Proposition 4.11], so
A′′ is still twisted Calabi-Yau as well. 
Since our main subject in this paper is the GK-dimension of locally finite twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras, we will focus on the elementary case from now on, as justified
by the previous result.
In the companion paper [20] we also show that for locally finite graded k-algebras,
the twisted Calabi-Yau condition can be characterized in various ways via homo-
logical conditions on one-sided modules rather than bimodules. In the elementary
case, the statement along these lines that we will use in this paper is the following.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that A is a locally finite graded elementary k-algebra, where
1 = e1 + e2 + · · · + en is an expression of 1 as a sum of primitive orthogonal
idempotents. Let S = A/J . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension d.
(2) A is generalized AS regular in the following sense: The ring A has graded
global dimension d, and there is a permutation π of {1, . . . , n} and integers
ℓi such that for all i there are isomorphisms of right A-modules
ExtiA(Sei, A)
∼=
{
eπ(i)S(ℓi) i = d
0 i 6= d .
(3) A has graded global dimension d, and there is an invertible (S, S)-bimodule
V such that there are isomorphisms of (S, S)-bimodules
ExtiA(S,A)
∼=
{
V i = d
0 i 6= d .
Proof. Because A is elementary, S is automatically separable over k. Thus this
follows from [20, Theorem 5.15] and the characterizations of generalized AS regular
algebras given in [20, Theorem 5.2(a,d′)]. 
Let A be a locally finite elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebra, and write 1 =
e1+ · · ·+en where the ei are primitive and orthogonal. The Nakayama bimodule U
of A is graded invertible, and hence its structure is given by Proposition 5.2. Thus
U ∼= 1Aµ, as ungraded bimodules, for some not necessarily graded automorphism µ
of A we call a Nakayama automorphism of A (the automorphism µ is determined
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only up to composition with an inner automorphism of A). With the choice of
µ found in Proposition 5.2, there is an associated action µ on the vertex labels
{1, . . . , n} such that µ(ei) = eµ(i); in particular, µ restricts to an automorphism of
the associated vertex space S =
⊕
kei. The vector ℓ such that U ∼=
∑n
i=1 Aei(ℓi)
as graded left modules is called the (left) AS-index or Gorenstein parameter of A.
Example 6.7 below will illustrate a case where a vector of distinct integers is indeed
required for the AS-index and where the Nakayama automorphism is not graded.
We note that a non-elementary finitely graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra A
need not have a Nakayama automorphism at all; that is, the Nakayama bimodule
U need not be of the form 1Aµ. See [20, Example 7.2] for an explicit example.
Note that any locally finite graded algebra A can be written as
A ∼= A1 × · · · ×Am
where each Ai is a graded indecomposable algebra (corresponding to a block de-
composition [12, Section 22] of A0), and it was shown in [20, Proposition 4.6] that
A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension d if and only if each Ai is twisted Calabi-Yau
of dimension d. In this way, the study of locally finite twisted Calabi-Yau algebras
can be reduced to the study of indecomposable such algebras. In the case where A
and the Ai are elementary, Lemma 3.4(3) shows that we may restrict our attention
to homomorphic images of path algebras of weighted quivers that are connected.
We now prove our main results on the growth of graded twisted Calabi-Yau
algebras and their modules, as an application of the general results of the previous
sections and the structure theory of [20].
Proposition 6.4. Let A be a locally finite elementary twisted Calabi-Yau k-algebra
of dimension d, with fixed decomposition 1 = e1+ · · ·+en of 1 as a sum of primitive
pairwise orthogonal idempotents. Let S = A/J . Let µ be the Nakayama automor-
phism of A, and let ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) be the AS-index of A and L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn).
By Proposition 4.2, the matrix Hilbert series of A is of the form hA(t) = q(t)
−1 for
some matrix polynomial q(t) ∈Mn(Z[t]).
(1) In the notation of Proposition 3.1, we have
n(Ser, i, j,m) = n(Seµ(j), (d− i), r, ℓµ(j) −m)
for all r, i, j,m. As a consequence, q(t) satisfies the functional equation
q(t) = (−1)dPtLq(t−1)T ,
where P is the permutation matrix associated to the action of the Nakayama
automorphism of A on the vertices {1, 2, . . . n} with Pij = δµ(i)j and tL =
diag(tℓ1 , . . . , tℓn) as described in Section 1.
(2) q(t) commutes with PtL. As a consequence, for each j there is an equality
of vector Hilbert series
tℓjhAe
µ−1(j)
(t) = PtLhAej (t),
and GKdimAej = GKdimAeµ(j).
Proof. (1) By [20, Corollary 4.13], we have ExtiA(M,N)
∗ ∼= Extd−iA (U ⊗A N,M)
as graded k-spaces, for all finite-dimensional modules M and N , where U is the
Nakayama bimodule of A. Taking M = Ser and N = Sej and applying Proposi-
tion 5.2(4), we get
ExtiA(Ser, Sej)
∗ ∼= Extd−iA (Seµ(j)(ℓµ(j)), Ser) ∼= Extd−iA (Seµ(j), Ser)(−ℓµ(j)).
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Here (−)∗ refers to the graded dual of a locally finite Z-graded vector space V ,
which satisfies dimk(V
∗)m = dimk V−m, and so
dimk Ext
i
A(Ser, Sej)−m = dimk Ext
d−i
A (Seµ(j), Ser)(−ℓµ(j))m
= dimk Ext
d−i
A (Seµ(j), Ser)m−ℓµ(j) ,
implying by Proposition 3.1 that n(Ser, i, j,m) = n(Seµ(j), d− i, r, ℓµ(j) −m).
For the functional equation, we begin with the following calculation, where the
third equality below follows by the reindexing i 7→ d− i, m 7→ ℓµ(j) −m:
qjr(t) =
∑
i,m
(−1)in(Ser, i, j,m)tm
=
∑
i,m
(−1)in(Seµ(j), d− i, r, ℓµ(j) −m)tm
=
∑
i,m
(−1)d−in(Seµ(j), i, r,m)tℓµ(j)−m
= (−1)dtℓµ(j)
∑
i,m
(−1)in(Seµ(j), i, r,m)t−m
= (−1)dtℓµ(j)qr,µ(j)(t−1).
By definition, the permutation matrix P has Pij = δµ(i)j . Thus (P
−1)ij = (P
T )ij =
δiµ(j). Then qr,µ(j)(t
−1) = (q(t−1)P−1)rj so that
tℓµ(j)qr,µ(j)(t
−1) = (q(t−1)P−1tL
′
)rj ,
where L′ = diag(ℓµ(1), . . . , ℓµ(n)). Finally it is easy to see that t
L′P = PtL, where
L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). Thus we get
q(t) = (−1)d[q(t−1)P−1tL′ ]T = (−1)dtL′Pq(t−1)T = (−1)dPtLq(t−1)T
as stated.
(2) By part (1), we have q(t) = (−1)dPtLq(t−1)T . Replacing t by t−1 in this
equation yields
q(t−1) = (−1)dPt−Lq(t)T ,
since (t−1)L = t−L. Taking the transpose gives
q(t−1)T = (−1)dq(t)t−LP−1.
Substituting this expression in the original formula yields
q(t) = (−1)dPtL(−1)dq(t)t−LP−1 = PtLq(t)(PtL)−1.
So q(t) commutes with PtL as claimed. Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis vectors
for Zn, so that q(t)ej is the jth column of q(t), which is the vector Hilbert series
hAej (t). Then applying both sides of the equality q(t)Pt
L = PtLq(t) to ej, we have
q(t)PtLej = q(t)Pt
ℓjej = t
ℓjq(t)Pej = t
ℓjq(t)eµ−1(j) = t
ℓjhAe
µ−1(j)
(t)
and
PtLq(t)ej = Pt
LhAej (t)
from which the equality of vector Hilbert series is now clear.
The equality GKdimAeµ−1(j) = GKdimAej easily follows from this equality of
Hilbert series, since the adjustment by tℓj or PtL on the left does not change the
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overall growth. Since this is true for all j, it is equivalent to GKdimAeµ(j) =
GKdimAej for all j. 
To close this section, we will briefly describe the structure of those locally finite
elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension d = 0, 1. The structure of
these algebras is relatively simple, and it was discussed in [20] without requiring
the algebras to be elementary. We specialize those results to the case where S ∼= kn.
The case d = 0 is particularly trivial.
Remark 6.5. The locally finite elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebras A of di-
mension d = 0 are those algebras of the form A = S ∼= kn. Indeed, it was shown
in [20, Theorem 4.19] that such an algebra is a finite-dimensional separable algebra,
which implies that A = S, and is also Calabi-Yau. But if A is elementary, then
S ∼= kn for some integer n ≥ 1. Thus the underlying quiver of A consists of n
vertices and no arrows.
Now we describe the locally finite elementary algebras that are twisted Calabi-
Yau of dimension 1 as certain quiver algebras. Recall that we may reduce to the
case of an indecomposable algebra as described earlier in this section.
Proposition 6.6. Let A be an indecomposable elementary locally finite graded al-
gebra. Then A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension 1 if and only if A ∼= kQ for a
weighted quiver Q such that Q is a directed cycle with at least one arrow of positive
weight. If the vertices {1, . . . , n} of Q are indexed such that each arrow is of the
form i−1→ i (mod n) and has weight ℓi, then this graded path algebra kQ has AS
index (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). There is a choice of Nakayama automorphism µ of kQ which
satisfies µ(ei) = ei+1 and µ(αi) = αi+1, where indices are computed modulo n.
These algebras are noetherian and have GK-dimension 1.
Proof. It is shown in [20, Theorem 6.11] that A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension 1
if and only if A ∼= TS(V ), where S ∼= A/J(A) is separable and V is an invertible
(S, S)-bimodule. Because A is elementary, this means that S is a vertex space and
V is an arrow space for A, so that A ∼= TS(V ) ∼= kQ where Q is the underlying
quiver of A. Thus we may identify A = kQ = TS(V ) where S = ke1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ken is
the canonical vertex space of kQ and V is its canonical arrow space.
It remains to determine those conditions that make V into an invertible (S, S)-
bimodule. First, suppose that V is invertible, with W = V −1. For each primitive
idempotent ei ∈ S, we have eiV ⊗SW ∼= eiS = kei, which is a 1-dimensional vector
space. But note that
eiV ⊗S W =
⊕
j
eiV ej ⊗ ejW.
Since W is invertible, ejW 6= 0 for each j. As the above vector space is 1-
dimensional, it follows that for each i, there exists a unique j such that eiV ej 6= 0
and that this eiV ej is spanned by a single arrow from i to j. A similar argument
beginning with the isomorphism W ⊗S V ei ∼= Sei = kei shows that each vertex is
the target of a unique arrow. Thus Q is a union of finitely many directed cycles.
By Lemma 3.4, since A is indecomposable the quiver Q is connected and hence is a
single directed cycle. Thus, up to relabeling the vertices, we may assume that each
vertex i is the source of a single arrow whose target is i + 1 (mod n). Lemma 3.2
shows that this path algebra is locally finite if and only if at least one arrow of Q
has positive weight.
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Conversely, suppose that A = kQ for a weighted quiver Q which is a single
directed cycle, with vertices labeled as above so that it has a unique arrow αi : i−
1→ i (mod n) of weight ℓi, and where ℓi > 0 for at least one i. Notice that the nth
tensor power V ⊗n = V ⊗S · · ·⊗S V , which corresponds in TS(V ) ∼= kQ to the paths
of length n, has basis consisting of a single cycle for each vertex i that begins and
ends at i and has total degree ℓ =
∑
ℓi > 0. It follows that V
⊗n ∼= S(ℓ), so that
V is invertible with graded inverse V −1 ∼= V ⊗(n−1)(−ℓ). Thus A = kQ is twisted
Calabi-Yau of dimension 1. By [20, Corollary 6.4], A is noetherian.
Note that kαi is a one-dimensional right S-module in degree ℓi that is annihilated
by 1−ei, while ei acts as the identity. Thus kαi ∼= eiS(−ℓi), so that V ∼=
⊕
eiS(−ℓi)
as graded right S-modules. Now we must have V −1 = HomS(VS , SS) ∼=
⊕
Sei(ℓi)
as graded left S-modules. This forces U ∼= ⊕Aei(ℓi) as graded left A-modules,
and hence the left AS-index of A is ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn).
For the rest of the proof, we reweight the quiver Q so all arrows have weight 1.
This is still a locally finite algebra and does not change the path algebra kQ up
to ungraded isomorphism, and so will not affect the calculation of the Nakayama
automorphism or the verification of the GK-dimension. Let G = 〈g〉 be a cyclic
group of order n, and let G act on a polynomial ring k[x] by automorphisms where
g(x) = ζx for a primitive nth root of unity ζ. Then Q is the McKay quiver of this
group action and so it is standard that kQ is isomorphic to the skew group algebra
B = k[x]#kG [6, Corollary 4.1]; under this isomorphism ei corresponds to 1#fi
and αi corresponds to x#fi, where 1 = f1 + · · ·+ fn is the decomposition of 1 as a
sum of primitive idempotents in kG. Explicitly, we may take fi =
∑n
j=1(ζ
i−1)jgj.
Now it is well known that k[x] is Calabi-Yau of dimension 1, so by [19, Theorem
4.1] the Nakayama automorphism µB of k[x]#kG is equal to 1#Ξ
l
hdet, where Ξ
l
hdet
is the left winding automorphism of kQ associated to the homological determinant.
In this case, since k[x] is commutative, hdet(g) is simply the determinant ζ of the
action of g on kx, and so by definition Ξlhdet(g
i) = hdet(gi)gi = ζigi for all i. Now
we see that µB(fi) = fi+1 and µB(x#fi) = x#fi+1. Transferring this back to the
algebra A we get µA(ei) = ei+1 and µA(αi) = αi+1 as claimed.
Finally, in this unweighted case it is clear that the total Hilbert series of kQ is
htotKQ(t) = n/(1 − t), since there are precisely n paths in Q of length d, for each d.
Then GKdim kQ = 1 by Lemma 2.7. 
Example 6.7. Let Q be the quiver with vertices {1, . . . , n} and whose only arrows
are αi : i − 1 → i (mod n) where αi has weight ℓi. Let A = kQ and assume
that at least one ℓi 6= 0. Then the path algebra A = kQ is twisted Calabi-Yau
of dimension 1 by Proposition 6.6. As shown in the proof above, the Nakayama
automorphism µ satisfies µ(ei) = ei+1 (with indices computed modulo n), so by
part (3) of Proposition 5.2, the restriction µ : ei−1Aei → eiAei+1 is homogeneous
of degree ℓi+1− ℓi. Thus the Nakayama automorphism µ of A is graded if and only
if all of the ℓi are equal.
7. Twisted CY algebras of global dimension 2
In this section, we specialize to the case of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras with
global dimension 2. There is much about twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of global
dimension 2 that is known, but these algebras have not typically been studied
in the generality we consider here of elementary finitely graded algebras, with no
restrictions on the degrees of the generators.
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There are several important precursors to the work below. In [26], Zhang inves-
tigated the structure of AS regular algebras of dimension 2, which are the locally
finite twisted Calabi-Yau algebras that are connected. In [5, Theorem 3.2], Bock-
landt characterized the Calabi-Yau algebras of the form kQ/I (with Q having all
arrows of weight 1) as preprojective algebras on certain quivers. A similar analysis
was carried out for twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of the form kQ/I (again, with all
arrows of Q having weight 1) in [6, Section 6], although there was no corresponding
investigation into which quivers Q occur.
Throughout this section, let A be a locally finite graded elementary twisted
Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 2. Fix a vertex basis {e1, . . . , en} for A, so that
1 = e1 + · · · + en of 1 as a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents ei ∈ A0, and
let S = ke1 + · · · + ken. Similarly, fix an arrow basis and thus an arrow space in
A. Let Q be the underlying weighted quiver and fix the corresponding presentation
kQ/I ∼= A given by Lemma 3.4. We write the trivial path at vertex i in kQ also as
ei. We write the image of x ∈ kQ in A as x. We let B be the basis of arrows in kQ
and V the k-span of B, so the images in A of the arrows in B are the given fixed
arrow basis. Since A is twisted Calabi-Yau, as described in the previous section we
also have a (not necessarily graded) Nakayama automorphism µ : A→ A, where µ
also acts on the vertices {1, . . . , n}. We also have the left AS-index (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn).
Let Q be a quiver with vertices {1, . . . , n} and let µ be an algebra automorphism
of the path algebra kQ that restricts to an automorphism of the canonical arrow
space S =
⊕
kei, so that µ(ei) = eµ(i) for an associated automorphism of the
vertices that we also denote by µ. Following [6, Section 2], an element ω ∈ kQ will
be called a µ-twisted weak potential if it satisfies the following conditions, which are
readily seen to be equivalent:
• ωs = µ(s)ω for all s ∈ S;
• ωei = eµ−1(i)ω for i = 1, . . . , n;
• ω =∑ωi for some ωi ∈ eµ−1(i)kQei.
Proposition 7.1. Let A be a locally finite elementary graded twisted Calabi-Yau
algebra of dimension 2, and keep all of the notation above.
(1) There exists an injective k-linear map τ : V → kQ such that W = τ(V )
is also an arrow space for kQ; τ(eiVder) ⊆ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ℓr−dei for all i, d, r;
and where defining
hr =
∑
x∈B∩kQer
τ(x)x ∈ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ℓrer
for each r, {h1, . . . , hn} is an S-compatible minimal generating set for the
ideal I of relations for A. Furthermore, h =
∑
hr is a µ-twisted weak
potential that also generates I.
(2) The minimal graded projective resolution of the left simple A-module Ser
has the form
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr)
(τ(x1),...,τ(xp))
//
p⊕
i=1
Aeki(−di)


x1
...
xp


// Aer → Ser → 0,
where the xi range over B ∩ kQer (that is, over the arrows whose target is
r).
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(3) The matrix-valued Hilbert series of A is given by
hA(t) = q(t)
−1 for q(t) = I −N(t) + PtL,
where P is the permutation matrix with Pij = δµ(i)j , N = N(t) is the
weighted incidence matrix of Q, and L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). Furthermore,
the equation
N(t) = PtL(NT (t−1))
is satisfied, and the matrices PtL, N , and NT (t−1) pairwise commute.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7(2) and the fact that gl. dim(A) = 2, the minimal projective
resolution of Ser has the form
0→
b⊕
i=1
Aemi(−si)
(gij)
//
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj)


x1
...
xp


// Aer → Ser → 0
where di = deg xi, the k-span Vr of x1, . . . , xp satisfies Vr ⊕ J2(kQ)er = J(kQ)er
as k-spaces, and where if gi =
∑
j gijxj and G = {g1, . . . , gb}, then there is a S-
compatible minimal set of generators H for the ideal I such that G = H ∩ kQer.
If we write this resolution as M• with Mi =
⊕
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(Ser ,i,j,m), then by
Proposition 6.4,
n(Ser, 2, j,m) = n(Seµ(j), 0, r, ℓµ(j) −m)
and so we get M2 = Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr); in particular, b = 1. We define a linear map
Vr → kQ by xi 7→ g1i and extend this linearly to obtain τ : V =
⊕n
r=1 Vr → kQ.
The minimal projective resolution of Ser now looks like
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr)
(τ(x1),...,τ(xp))
//
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj)


x1
...
xp


// Aer → Ser → 0.
We conclude that hr =
∑p
j=1 τ(xj)xj ∈ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ℓrer is the unique relation
ending at vertex r in a S-compatible minimal set of generators {h1, . . . , hn} for I.
Since xj is an arrow of degree dj from kj to r, clearly τ(xj) ∈ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ℓr−djekj .
Thus τ satisfies τ(eiVder) ∈ eµ−1(r)kQℓr−dei for all i, r, d. Note also that since
each hr ∈ eµ−1(r)kQer, the element h =
∑
hr is a µ-twisted weak potential by
construction, where µ is the unique lift of µA to an automorphism of kQ. And
because hr = her and h = h1 =
∑
her =
∑
hr, we have I = (h1, . . . , hn) = (h).
Since A is twisted Calabi-Yau, it is generalized AS regular in the sense of Theo-
rem 6.3. Applying HomA(−, A) to the deleted minimal projective resolution of Ser
yields
0← eµ−1(r)A(ℓr)
⊕p
i=1 ekiA(di)
(τ(x1),...,τ(xp))
oo erA← 0,


x1
...
xp


oo
where the free modules are now column vectors and the maps are left multiplication
by the indicated matrices. By generalized AS regularity, there must be a permuta-
tion π of {1, . . . , n} and integers mr such that this is a deleted minimal projective
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resolution of the right module eπ(r)S(mr) for all r. Clearly this forces π = µ
−1 and
mr = ℓr, and shifting by −ℓr we get that
0← eµ−1(r)S ← eµ−1(r)A
p⊕
i=1
ekiA(di − ℓr)
(τ(x1),...,τ(xp))
oo erA(−ℓr)← 0


x1
...
xp


oo oo
is the minimal projective resolution of the right module eµ−1(r)S. By a right-sided
version of Lemma 3.7, this means that Wr = τ(Vr), the k-span of τ(x1), . . . , τ(xp),
satisfies eµ−1(r)J
2(kQ)⊕Wr = eµ−1(r)J(kQ) as k-spaces. Summing over r, we see
that J2(kQ) ⊕W = J(kQ) as k-spaces as required, where W = ⊕rWr = τ(V ),
and so W is also an arrow space for kQ. In addition, since the number of arrows
in an arrow space is an invariant of Q, we must have dimkW = dimk V , and this
forces τ to be an injective linear map. This finishes the proof of parts (1) and (2).
For (3), we saw in Proposition 6.4 that the matrix Hilbert series of A is hA(t) =
q(t)−1, where qjr(t) =
∑
i,m(−1)in(Ser, i, j,m)tm ∈ Z[t]. In this global dimension
2 case, by the form of the resolution calculated above we have q(t) = H0−H1+H2
whereH0 = I, H2 = Pt
L, with L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). We also see that n(Ser, 1, j,m)
is the number of arrows in Q of weight m from j to r (or the dimension of
Ext1(Ser, Sej)−m, as we saw earlier in Lemma 3.4), and soH1 = N(t), the weighted
incidence matrix of Q. The Hilbert series formula follows.
Now from the functional equation q(t) = (−1)dPtLq(t−1)T given in Proposi-
tion 6.4, where d = 2, we get
q(t) = PtL(I −N(t−1) + Pt−L)T
= PtL(I −NT (t−1) + t−LP−1)
= PtL − PtLNT (t−1) + I,
which implies thatN(t) = PtLNT (t−1) as claimed. ThenN(t−1)T = (Pt−LNT )T =
Nt−LP−1 and so N = PtLNt−LP−1 = (PtL)N(PtL)−1. Thus N commutes with
PtL, and since N = (PtL)NT (t−1) we also get that N commutes with NT (t−1).
Finally, since N commutes with PtL, taking the transpose and replacing t by t−1
we get that NT (t−1) commutes with (Pt−L)T = t−LP−1 = (PtL)−1, so NT (t−1)
also commutes with PtL. 
Example 7.2. Consider A = k〈x, y〉/(yx− xy − xm+1) where y has degree m and
x has degree 1. The underlying weighted quiver Q of A is one vertex with two loops
of degree 1 and m. Using the graded lexicographic ordering with x < y, the relation
has leading term yx which does not overlap itself, and so by the diamond lemma
{xiyj | i, j ≥ 0} is a k-basis for A, and A has Hilbert series 1/(1 − t)(1 − tm) =
1/(1− (t+ tm) + tm+1). It is well known that A is AS regular, which is equivalent
to twisted Calabi-Yau in this connected graded case [19, Lemma 1.2]. (One can
also use Lemma 7.6 below to verify that A is twisted Calabi-Yau.) In the notation
of Proposition 7.1, we have τ(x) = y − xm, τ(y) = −x. Thus W = τ(V ) really can
be a different arrow space for kQ than V = kx+ ky.
As a first consequence of the structure of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of di-
mension 2, we obtain the following information about the underlying quiver and
GK-dimension of indecomposable projective modules.
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Lemma 7.3. Let A be a locally finite graded elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebra
of global dimension 2. Let 1 = e1 + · · · + en be an expression of 1 as a sum of
primitive orthogonal idempotents. Assume that A is indecomposable, and let Q be
the underlying weighted quiver of A.
(1) Q is strongly connected; that is, given any two vertices i and j there is a
directed path from i to j.
(2) Suppose that GKdim(A) <∞. Then all indecomposable graded left projec-
tives Aei satisfy GKdim(Aei) = GKdim(A).
Of course, in part (2) of the theorem one expects that GKdim(A) = 2. We will
show this in Theorem 7.8 below, in the case where Q has arrows of weight 1.
Proof. (1) Since A is indecomposable, the quiver Q is connected by Lemma 3.4(3).
To begin the proof, we will show that if Q has an arrow i → r, then Q also has a
path from r to i. By Proposition 7.1, the minimal graded projective resolution of
the left simple A-module Ser has the form
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) δ2−→M δ1−→ Aer → Ser → 0,
where M is a direct sum of those projectives Aei such that there is an arrow from
i to r in Q. It also follows from Proposition 7.1 that if there is an arrow x ∈ eiAer,
then there is a nonzero element τ(x) ∈ eµ−1(r)Aei which is an element of some
arrow space for kQ, so there is also an arrow in Q from µ−1(r) to i. Thus there is
some path (of length 2) from µ−1(r) to r in Q. Since r is arbitrary, we get similarly
a path from µ−n(r)→ µ−n+1(r) for all n ≥ 1. Composing these we get a path from
µ−n(r) to µ−1(r) for all n ≥ 1, and following with the path from µ−1(r) to i we
get a path from µ−n(r) to i. Since µ is acting on a finite set of vertices, we have
µ−n(r) = r for some n and thus there is a path from r → i as desired.
Now given any vertex r of Q, let Q′ be the largest strongly connected subquiver
of Q containing r. Suppose that Q′ 6= Q. Since Q is connected, there is a there is
a vertex h ∈ Q′ and a vertex j ∈ Q \Q′ such that h and j are joined by an arrow
(in some direction). Then there must be paths both from h to j and j to h and so
clearly Q′∪{j} is also strongly connected, contradicting the choice of Q′. It follows
that Q is strongly connected.
(2) Consider the minimal projective resolution of Ser as in part (1). Let K =
Coker δ2. Then there is an exact sequence
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) δ2−→M → K → 0
in which all terms are perfect, so GKdim(M) = max(GKdim(Aeµ−1(r)),GKdimK)
by Proposition 4.2(4). Similarly, there is an exact sequence 0 → K → Aer →
Ser → 0 where all terms are perfect; note that K 6= 0 since every simple Ser must
have projective dimension 2. Because GKdimSer = 0, we have GKdimAer =
max(GKdimK, 0) = GKdim(K). By Proposition 6.4(2), we have GKdimAeµ−1(r) =
GKdimAer. It follows that
GKdim(M) = max(GKdim(Aeµ−1(r)),GKdimK) = GKdimAer.
Then GKdimAei ≤ GKdimAer for all i such that there is an arrow from i to r,
because these Aei are direct summands of M as described in the proof of part (1).
By induction, GKdimAei ≤ GKdimAer for all i such that there is a directed path
from i to r. By part (1), this is every vertex i. Letting r vary we conclude that
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GKdimAei = GKdimAej for all i, j. Then since A =
⊕n
i=1Aei, we also have
GKdimAei = GKdimA for all i. 
The next result is required for the companion paper [20]. It is used in a proof [20,
Theorem 6.6] that locally finite twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 2 with
finite GK-dimension are automatically noetherian.
Proposition 7.4. Let A be a graded locally finite twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of
dimension 2. Suppose that GKdim(A) < ∞. Let P1 d1→ P2 d2→ P3 be an exact
sequence of graded projective A-modules. If P1 and P3 are finitely generated, then
so is P2.
Proof. We reduce to the elementary case. Suppose the result fails and consider an
exact sequence P1
d1→ P2 d2→ P3 where P1 and P3 are finitely generated and P2 is
not. Using Theorem 4.3, we have an an elementary L-algebra A′′ = e(A ⊗k L)e
for some finite extension of fields k ⊆ L. Applying the exact functor from graded
A-modules to graded A′′-modules given by M → e(M ⊗k L), we produce an exact
sequence of projective A′′-modules P ′′1 → P ′′2 → P ′′3 where P ′′1 and P ′′3 are finitely
generated and P ′′2 is not. Thus we can assume that A is elementary from now on.
Now by Lemma 7.3, we get that writing 1 = e1 + · · · + en where the ei are
primitive orthogonal idempotents, then GKdim(Aei) = GKdim(A) for all i. Sup-
pose that {Mi}∞i=1 is a sequence of nonzero finitely generated graded projective A-
modules and N is another finitely graded projective module such that GKdimMi =
GKdimN for all i. We claim that there does not exist an injective graded A-
module homomorphism
⊕∞
i=1Mi → N . Each finitely generated graded projec-
tive module is trivially perfect. If there is a graded embedding
⊕∞
i=1Mi → N ,
then applying Proposition 4.2(4), since all projectives in question have the same fi-
nite GK-dimension, we have in particular that ǫ(
⊕r
i=1Mi) =
∑r
i=1 ǫ(Mi) ≤ ǫ(N),
for all r. By Proposition 4.2(3), any perfect graded A-module M of finite GK-
dimension has multiplicity ǫ(M) > 0 which is an integer multiple of some fixed
number δ = ǫ(D(t))−1 depending only on A. This forces r ≤ ǫ(N)/δ, contradicting
the assumption that r can be chosen arbitrarily large. This proves the claim.
Finally, suppose that P2 is infinitely generated, so it is a direct sum of infinitely
many indecomposable graded projective A-modules. Since P1 is finitely generated,
d1(P1) lies in finitely many of the summands of P2. Thus by exactness, d2 gives an
embedding of infinitely many summands of P2 into P3. This contradicts the claim
of the previous paragraph. 
Proposition 7.1 shows that a finitely graded elementary twisted Calabi-Yau alge-
bra of global dimension 2 must have a very special form. We can turn this around
and ask which algebras of that special form are in fact twisted Calabi-Yau.
Definition 7.5. Let Q be a finite weighted quiver with vertices {1, . . . , n} and
canonical arrow basis B with arrow space V given by the span of B in kQ. Suppose
there is a permutation µ of {1, . . . , n}, an injective k-linear graded map τ : V → kQ
such that W = τ(V ) is again an arrow space for kQ, and a vector of integers
(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) such that τ(eiVder) ⊆ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ℓr−dei for all i, d, r. Then the element
h =
∑
x∈B τ(x)x is a µ-twisted weak potential, and we form the factor algebra
A2(Q, τ) = kQ/(h) = kQ/(h1, . . . , hn)
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where the elements
hr = her = eµ−1(r)her =
∑
x∈B∩kQer
τ(x)x
form a minimal S-compatible set of generators {h1, . . . , hn} for the ideal (h). Note
that µ and the numbers ℓi are determined by τ , so A2(Q, τ) is determined just by
Q and τ as indicated by the notation. In the case where all arrows of Q have weight
1 and τ is induced by a permutation of the arrows, a quiver Q with such a map τ
is known as a translation quiver, and the relations hi are known as mesh relations.
In our general setting we will continue to refer to A2(Q, τ) as the path algebra
of a translation quiver with mesh relations.
Given a locally finite graded k-algebra A, we let socl(A) be the graded left socle
of A, that is {x ∈ A | J(A)x} = 0, where J(A) is the graded Jacobson radical
as usual. This is the same as the sum of all simple graded left ideals. Similarly
socr(A) = {x ∈ A | xJ(A) = 0} denotes the graded right socle. The following result
can be useful in determining when the algebra A2(Q, τ) is twisted Calabi-Yau.
Lemma 7.6. Let A = A2(Q, τ) as above with its natural grading. Let µ be the
associated permutation of {1, . . . , n}, with corresponding permutation matrix P such
that Pij = δµ(i)j , let (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) be the associated set of integers, and let L =
diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). Let N = N(t) be the weighted incidence matrix of Q. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension 2.
(2) The matrix Hilbert series of A satisfies hA(t) = (I −N + PtL)−1.
(3) A has trivial graded right socle.
(4) A has trivial graded left socle.
Proof. Keep the notation set up before the statement of the lemma. By Lemma 3.7,
the minimal projective resolution of the simple module Ser of A begins with
0→ Kr → Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) δ2 //
p⊕
i=1
Aeki(−di)
δ1=


x1
...
xp


// Aer → Ser → 0,
where x1, . . . , xp is a basis of B ∩ kQer and Kr is the kernel of the map
δ2 = (τ(x1), . . . , τ(xp)).
As usual, x indicates the image of x ∈ kQ in A = kQ/(h).
Following the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.2(1), for each r and cor-
responding standard basis vector er = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)
T we obtain an equality of
vector Hilbert series
hKr(t) + er =
∑
i
(−1)i
∑
j,m
n(Ser, i, j,m)t
mhAej (t) =
∑
j
qjr(t)hAej (t),
where in this case q(t) = I−N(t)+PtL by the calculation in Proposition 7.1. Thus
if E(t) is the matrix polynomial with E(t)mr = hemKr (t), then putting these vector
Hilbert series into a single matrix equation gives hA(t)(I −N(t)+PtL) = I+E(t).
If A is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension 2, then every Kr = 0 and hA(t) =
(I − N + PtL)−1. Thus (1) =⇒ (2) (as was already proved in Proposition 7.1).
Conversely, if hA(t) = (I − N + PtL)−1, then E(t) = 0 and hence every Kr = 0,
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so that every Ser has a minimal projective resolution of length 2. It follows that
A has graded global dimension 2, by [20, Proposition 3.18]. Applying HomA(−, A)
to the (deleted) projective resolution of Ser and shifting by −ℓr gives a complex of
right modules
eµ−1(r)A
p⊕
i=1
ekiA(di − ℓr)
(τ(x1),...,τ(xp))
oo erA(−ℓr)← 0


x1
...
xp


oo (7.7)
where the free modules are column vectors and the maps are now left multiplica-
tions. Since the x1, . . . , xp span V er, where V is the span of the canonical basis
of arrows, and τ satisfies τ(eiV er) ⊆ eµ−1(r)(kQ)ei, the span of τ(x1), . . . , τ(xp)
is clearly equal to eµ−1(r)W , where W = τ(V ). Because W is an arrow space by
assumption, we have
eµ−1(r)W ⊕ eµ−1(r)J2(kQ) = eµ−1(r)J(kQ),
and thus hr =
∑p
i=1 τ(xi)xi is only relation in the S-compatible minimal generating
set of relations which begins at µ−1(r), by the definition of A2(Q, τ). So by a right
sided version of Lemma 3.7(2), and the fact that we already know that gl. dim(A) =
2, (7.7) must be the (deleted) minimal projective resolution of eµ−1(r)S. This shows
that
Exti(Ser, A) ∼=
{
0 i 6= 2
eµ−1(r)S(ℓr) i = 2
holds for all r. We have shown that A is generalized AS regular, and this implies
that A is twisted Calabi-Yau by Theorem 6.3. Thus (2) =⇒ (1) and we have
shown that (1) and (2) are equivalent.
The arguments above showed that A2(Q, τ) is skew Calabi-Yau of dimension 2
if and only if Kr = 0 for all r. Since τ(x1), . . . , τ(xp) span eµ−1(r)W , ignoring shift
we have
Kr = {x ∈ Aeµ−1(r) | xeµ−1(r)W = 0}
= {x ∈ A | x ∈ Aeµ−1(r) and xW = 0}.
Since W is an arrow space, we have A = S + W + W 2 + · · · where J(A) =
W +W 2 + · · · , as we noted in Lemma 3.4. Since xW = 0 if and only if xW i = 0
for all i, we see that
Kr = {x ∈ A | xJ(A) = 0} ∩ Aeµ−1(r) = socr(A) ∩ Aeµ−1(r) = socr(A)eµ−1(r).
This implies that socr(A) ∼= K1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Kn as ungraded left A-modules, and hence
socr(A) = 0 if and only if Kr = 0 for all r, if and only if A is twisted Calabi-Yau
of dimension 2. Thus (2) and (3) are equivalent.
Since A is twisted Calabi-Yau if and only if A
op
is (see the remark after [20,
Definition 4.1]), (2) and (4) are also equivalent. 
Since any locally finite elementary graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimen-
sion 2 is isomorphic to an algebra with mesh relations A2(Q, τ), we would like
to know conversely exactly for which data (Q, τ) the algebra A2(Q, τ) is twisted
Calabi-Yau. The answer to this question is known in many special cases and we
plan to answer it fully in future work.
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The final result of this section addresses the following problem: assuming that
A2(Q, τ) is twisted Calabi-Yau of dimension 2, how does its GK-dimension depend
on (Q, τ)? We will answer this question in the case where all of the arrows in Q
have weight 1. Note that when Q has all arrows of weight 1, its weighted incidence
matrix N is of the form N = Mt where M is the usual incidence matrix. We will
state our results in this section in terms of M rather than N .
We need to use a bit of standard matrix analysis. Recall that for a matrix
M ∈ Mn(C), its spectral radius is ρ(M) = max{|λ| | λ is an eigenvalue of M}.
For integer matrices we have the Perron-Frobenius theory, from which we will use
the following results. First, an n × n matrix M is irreducible as long as there
is no subset ∅ 6= S ( {1, . . . , n} such that Mij = 0 for all i ∈ S, j 6∈ S. It is
straightforward to see that the incidence matrix M of a quiver Q is irreducible if
and only if Q is strongly connected, that is, every two vertices are joined by some
directed path. The Perron-Frobenius theorem states that if M is an irreducible
matrix with nonnegative real entries, then (i) the spectral radius ρ = ρ(M) of
M is an eigenvalue of M ; (ii) The eigenvalue ρ has a corresponding eigenvector
v ∈ Rn whose entries are strictly positive real numbers; (iii) The ρ-eigenspace is
1-dimensional and hence spanned by v; and (iv) the only eigenvectors of M whose
entries are all positive are multiples of v. See [10, Theorem 8.3.4, Theorem 8.4.4].
Theorem 7.8. Let A = A2(Q, τ) be an algebra with mesh relations as defined
in the previous section, where Q has all arrows of weight 1. Assume that A is
indecomposable, and let M be the incidence matrix of Q. Suppose that A is twisted
Calabi-Yau of dimension 2. Then:
(1) ρ(M) ≥ 2.
(2) If GKdim(A) < ∞, then ρ(M) = 2 and M has an eigenvector v corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue 2 such that every entry of v is a positive integer.
Moreover, GKdim(A) = 2 and A is noetherian.
(3) If GKdim(A) =∞ then ρ(M) > 2, A has exponential growth and A is not
noetherian.
Proof. By assumption, τ is a vector space map with τ(eiVder) = eµ−1(r)Vℓr−dei for
all i, d, r, where V is the span of arrows in kQ, and whereW = τ(V ) is also an arrow
space. We are assuming that V = V1 = kQ1, and this forces W = V and ℓr = 2 for
all r. Now by Proposition 7.1, A has matrix Hilbert series hA(t) = q(t)
−1, where
q(t) = (I−Mt+Pt2)−1, with P the permutation matrix associated to the action of
the Nakayama automorphism µ on the vertices of Q. Moreover, that result shows
that M = PMT , and that M , P and MT pairwise commute.
By Proposition 2.8, A has finite GK-dimension if and only if all roots of the
matrix polynomial q(t) lie on the unit circle. Since M commutes with its trans-
pose, it is a normal matrix, and the permutation matrix P is also normal as
it commutes with PT = P−1. Commuting normal matrices can be simultane-
ously diagonalized by a unitary matrix, so there is a unitary U ∈ GLn(C) (that
is, U−1 = U
T
) such that D = UMU−1 and Z = UPU−1 are diagonal. Also
UMTU−1 = (U
−1
)TMTU
T
= (UMU
−1
)T = D, and M = PMT implies that
D = ZD. Write D = diag(δ1, . . . , δn) and Z = diag(ζ1, . . . , ζn). Then U(I −Mt+
Pt2)U−1 = diag(f1(t), . . . , fn(t)) where fi(t) = 1 − δit + ζit2. Conjugation by an
invertible scalar matrix does not change the roots of a matrix polynomial, so A will
have finite GK-dimension if and only if the matrix polynomial diag(f1(t), . . . , fn(t))
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has all of its roots on the unit circle; in other words, if and only if each fi(t) has
its roots on the unit circle. Using a change of variable u =
√
ζit, since ζi and hence√
ζi are roots of unity, this occurs if and only if fi(u) = 1 − au + u2 has all of its
roots on the unit circle, where a = δi
√
ζi. In fact, a is real: the equation D = ZD
implies δi = ζiδi from which we get δ
2
i = ζi|δi|2, hence δi = ±
√
ζi|δi| and thus
a = ±|δi|. Then it is easy to show that fi(u) has all of its roots on the unit circle
if and only if a ∈ [−2, 2]:
• if a > 2, then (a+√a2 − 4)/2 > a/2 > 1;
• if a < −2 then (a−√a2 − 4)/2 < a/2 < −1; and
• if |a| ≤ 2 then (a ± √a2 − 4)/2 = (a ± i√4− a2)/2 has modulus-squared
equal to (a+ i
√
4− a2)(a− i√4− a2)/4 = (a2 + (4− a2))/4 = 1.
We conclude that A has finite GK-dimension if and only if |δi| ≤ 2 for all i, in
other words if and only if ρ(M) ≤ 2. When GKdim(A) =∞, by Proposition 4.4 A
has exponential growth and is not noetherian. Thus (3) is proved.
Suppose now that A has finite GK-dimension. Then every perfect graded A-
module M has a multiplicity ǫ(M) which is positive and an integer multiple of
ǫ(det q(t))−1, by Proposition 4.2(3). Let 1 = e1 + · · ·+ en be the fixed idempotent
decomposition, set di = ǫ(Aei)/|ǫ(det q(t))−1| which is a positive integer for all i,
and let v be the column vector (d1, . . . , dn)
T . By Proposition 7.1, the minimal
projective resolution of the ith graded simple Sei has the form
0→ Aeµ−1(i)(−2)→
⊕
x
Aes(x)(−1) δ1−→ Aei → Sei → 0, (7.9)
where x ranges over those arrows in Q with target t(x) = i, and s(x) is the source
of x. By Lemma 7.3(2), for all i we have GKdimAei = GKdimA = c, say. By
Lemma 2.7, c is the order of the pole at t = 1 of htotAei(t), so we can write its Laurent
expansion in powers of (1− t) as
htotAei(t) = ǫ(Aei)(1 − t)−c + a−c+1(1− t)−c+1 + · · · .
In our setting where the weights of the arrows in Q are all 1, by Proposition 6.4(2)
we get hAeµ(i)(t) = PhAei(t) as vector Hilbert series, and thus h
tot
Aeµ(i)
(t) = htotAei(t).
Thus di = dµ(i) for all i. This shows that Pv = v.
Suppose that c = 0, so A has GK-dimension 0 and thus dimk A < ∞. If
A = A0 ∼= kn then A does not have global dimension 2, a contradiction. Thus
A has elements of positive degree, and so A has a nonzero socle, contradicting
Lemma 7.6. Thus c ≥ 1. Then if K = ker(δ0), we see that ǫ(K) = ǫ(Aei), and by
Proposition 4.2(4),
ǫ(Aeµ−1(i)(−2)) + ǫ(K) = ǫ(
⊕
x
Aes(x)(−1)).
Also, it is easy to check that for any perfect module M , ǫ(M) = ǫ(M(m)) for any
shift m. Thus we obtain the equation∑
{x|t(x)=i}
ds(x) = dµ−1(i) + di = 2di.
Since there are mij arrows from i to j in Q where M = (mij), we have (M
T v)i =∑
j mjidj = 2di = 2vi by the equation above, and so M
T v = 2v. Since Pv = v,
Mv = PMT v = 2v as well. This implies that in the diagonalized matrix polynomial
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U(q(t))U−1 = diag(f1(t), . . . , fn(t)), one of the polynomials fi(t) is equal to 1−2t+
t2 = (1− t)2. By Proposition 2.8, the GK-dimension of A is the maximal order of 1
as a pole of the rational functions (q(t)−1)ij . Since U is matrix of scalars, this is the
same as the maximal order of 1 as a pole of the rational functions (U(q(t)−1)U−1)ij .
This is the same as the maximal order of 1 as a pole of the functions fi(t)
−1; since
the fi(t) are quadratic and we showed above that one of them vanishes twice at 1,
this maximal order is 2. Thus c = GKdim(A) = 2.
We have now shown that if GKdim(A) < ∞, then GKdim(A) = 2 and in fact
M has an eigenvector v whose entries are all positive integers, corresponding to the
eigenvalue 2. Since v has all positive entries, it follows from the Perron-Frobenius
theory that ρ(M) = 2. (This also follows from the first part of the proof, which
shows that ρ(M) ≤ 2, so as soon as 2 is an eigenvalue we have ρ(M) = 2). It
is shown in [20, Theorem 6.6] that locally finite graded Calabi-Yau algebras of
dimension 2 with finite GK-dimension are noetherian. Thus part (2) is proved.
Finally, part (1) follows directly from both (2) and (3). 
8. Twisted CY algebras of global dimension 3
In this last section, we attempt to extend the ideas of the previous sections to
the case of twisted Calabi-Yau algebras of dimension 3. Unsurprisingly, our results
will be more partial. In particular, we will be able to give an explicit condition on
the underlying quiver which is equivalent to the finite GK-dimension of the algebra
only in special cases.
First, we study the basic form of the generators and relations for such alge-
bras. Recall that it was shown in [5, 6] that graded (twisted) Calabi-Yau algebras
of dimension 3 that are generated in degree 1 are derivation-quotient algebras of
(twisted) superpotentials. In our general setting where generators and relations
may occur in arbitrary degrees, it is not even clear what the best definition of a
“twisted superpotential” should be. However, we will show that a general locally
finite elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 3 has a presentation that
is similar to a derivation-quotient algebra, with relations coming from an element
that is similar to a twisted superpotential.
Definition 8.1. Let Q be a weighted quiver, let B = {xj} denote its standard
arrow basis, and let S =
⊕
kei denote its standard vertex space. An element
ω ∈ kQ is said to be a twisted semipotential if it satisfies the following properties:
(i) there is a permutation µ of the vertices of Q and integers ℓr such that
ω =
∑
ωr with ωr ∈ eµ−1(r)kQℓrer, or equivalently, ω is a µ-twisted weak
potential for the corresponding automorphism µ of S;
(ii) there is another arrow basis B′ = {yi} such that ω =
∑
i,j yigijxj for some
homogeneous elements gij ∈ kQ;
(iii) the elements h′j =
∑
i yigij and hi =
∑
j gijxj form two S-compatible
minimal generating sets {h′j} and {hi} of the same ideal I.
We denote A3(Q,ω) = kQ/I, which is an elementary graded algebra.
We begin by showing that every elementary locally finite graded twisted Calabi-
Yau algebra of dimension 3 is of the form A3(Q,ω) as above. The following proof
closely follows the method of the corresponding result for dimension 2 twisted
Calabi-Yau algebras in Proposition 7.1.
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Proposition 8.2. Let A = kQ/I be a locally finite graded elementary twisted
Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 3, and assume all of the conventions and notation
as in the paragraph before Proposition 7.1. In particular, let µ be the action of the
Nakayama automorphism of A on the vertices of Q and let ℓ = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) be the
AS-index. Let B = {xi} be the standard arrow basis of kQ with span V .
(1) There exists another arrow basis B′ = {yi} with span W , and homogeneous
elements {gij} in kQ such that ω =
∑
i,j yigijxj is a twisted semipotential
and A = A3(Q,ω).
(2) The minimal graded projective resolution of the left simple module Ser has
the form
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) (yi)−→
b⊕
i=1
Aemi(−si)
(gij)−→
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj) · · ·
· · · (xi)
T
−→ Aer → Ser → 0,
(8.3)
where {xj} ranges over Br = B ∩ kQer, {yi} ranges over B′r = B′ ∩
eµ−1(r)kQ, and
∑
i,j yigijxj = ωr.
(3) The matrix-valued Hilbert series of A is given by hA(t) = q(t)
−1, where
q(t) = I −N(t) + PtLN(t−1)T − PtL
with N(t) the weighted incidence matrix of Q, P the permutation matrix
corresponding to µ, and L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). Furthermore, Pt
L commutes
with −N(t) + PtLN(t−1)T .
Proof. (1),(2) As usual, write the minimal projective resolution of Ser as M• with
Mi =
⊕
j,m[Aej(−m)]n(Ser ,i,j,m). By Proposition 6.4,
n(Ser, i, j,m) = n(Seµ(j), 3− i, r, ℓµ(j) −m)
so that taking i = 3, M3 = Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr). Then by Lemma 3.7(2), the (deleted)
resolution M• looks like
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) (yi)−→
b⊕
i=1
Aemi(−si)
(gij)−→
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj)
(xj)
T
−→ Aer → 0,
for some homogeneous elements {yi} and {gij} in kQ, and where {x1, . . . , xp} = B∩
kQer, where the elements hi =
∑
j gijxj are such that {h1, . . . , hb} = G∩ kQer for
some S-compatible minimal set of relations G generating I. We have dj = deg(xj)
and si = deg(hi). Applying HomA(−, A) and shifting by −ℓr gives
0← eµ−1(r)A (yi)←−
s⊕
i=1
emiA(−ℓr + si)
(gij)←−
p⊕
j=1
ekjA(−ℓr + dj) · · ·
· · · (xj)
T
←− erA(−ℓr)← 0
(8.4)
where the free modules are now column vectors and the maps are left multiplication
by the matrices. Since A is twisted Calabi-Yau, it is also generalized AS-regular by
Theorem 6.3. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, this implies that (8.4) is
a deleted minimal graded projective resolution of the right module eµ−1(r)S. By the
right sided version of Lemma 3.7, setting B′r = {y1, . . . , yb}, then B′ =
⋃
r B′r is also
an arrow basis for kQ, with B′r = B′ ∩ eµ−1(r)kQ. Also, writing h′j =
∑b
i=1 yigij ,
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then there must be a S-compatible minimal setG′ of relations generating I such that
G′ ∩ eµ−1(r)kQ = {h′1, . . . , h′p}. In particular, the number p of relations beginning
at µ−1(r) in a minimal set of decomposed relations for I is the same as the minimal
number of generators for A ending at r. All parts of (1) and (2) are now clear.
(3) From Proposition 4.2, we may write hA(t) = q(t)
−1 where q(t) = (qjr(t)) for
qjr(t) =
∑
i,m(−1)in(Ser, i, j,m)tm. Setting
Hi = (h
i
jr) where h
i
jr =
∑
m
(−1)in(Ser, i, j,m)tm,
we have q(t) = H0−H1+H2−H3. By the similar arguments as in Proposition 7.1,
we have H0 = I, H1 = N(t) is the weighted incidence matrix of Q, and H3 =
PtL. Now using the equations n(Ser, 2, j,m) = n(Seµ(j), 1, r, ℓµ(j) −m), the same
method as in Proposition 6.4 shows that H2 = Pt
LH1(t
−1)T = PtLN(t−1)T . Thus
q(t) = I−N(t)+PtLN(t−1)T −PtL as claimed. The matrix PtL always commutes
with q(t) by Proposition 6.4(2), so clearly this means that PtL commutes with the
sum of the middle terms −N(t) + PtLN(t−1)T . 
The previous proposition shows that if A is finitely graded twisted Calabi-Yau
of global dimension 3 then A ∼= A3(Q,ω) for some weighted quiver Q and twisted
semipotential ω.
Note that the twisted semipotential ω above determines the permutation µ and
list of integers (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn). In contrast to the case of dimension 2, given a weighted
quiver Q, one expects A3(Q,ω) to be twisted Calabi-Yau only for certain semipo-
tentials ω, and the problem of determining which semipotentials is difficult. Re-
markably, it has been solved in the case of connected graded Calabi-Yau algebras
of dimension 3 generated in degree 1 in [15] and [16].
We now give analogs of Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.6, though the results in the
global dimension 3 case are weaker.
Lemma 8.5. Let A be a locally finite graded elementary twisted Calabi-Yau algebra
of dimension 3. Assume that A is indecomposable, and let Q be the underlying
weighted quiver. Then Q is strongly connected.
Proof. Fix a vertex r and consider (8.3). Suppose that there is an arrow from u
to r in Q, say the arrow xj in the fixed arrow space, so that u = kj . Then in the
notation of Proposition 8.2, h′j =
∑
i yigij is part of a minimal generating set of
relations for A, and so it is a nonzero sum of paths from µ−1(r) to u. In particular
there is a path from µ−1(r) to u, and composing with the original arrow we get a
path from µ−1(r) to r which goes through u. The rest of the proof of Lemma 7.3
now goes through verbatim. 
Lemma 8.6. Let A = A3(Q,ω) with its natural grading. Let µ be the associated
permutation of {1, . . . , n}, with corresponding permutation matrix P such that Pij =
δµ(i)j. Let (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) be the associated set of integers, and let L = diag(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn).
Let N = N(t) be the weighted incidence matrix of Q. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) A is twisted Calabi-Yau of global dimension 3;
(2) The matrix Hilbert series of A satisfies hA(t) = (I −N(t)+PtLN(t−1)T −
PtL)−1, and A has trivial graded left and right Socle.
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Proof. By definition, there is another arrow basis B′ such that ω =∑xj∈B hjxj =∑
yi∈B′
yih
′
i with both {hj} and {h′i} minimal sets of generators for the ideal of
relations I where A = kQ/I. Then for each r there a complex
0→ Aeµ−1(r)(−ℓr) δ3=(yi)−→
b⊕
i=1
Aemi(−si)
(gij)−→
p⊕
j=1
Aekj (−dj) · · ·
· · · (xj)
T
−→ Aer → Ser → 0,
(8.7)
where xj runs over B∩kQer, yi runs over B′∩eµ−1(r)kQ, and ωr =
∑
i,j yigijxj . By
Lemma 3.7, since the h′i =
∑
j gijxj are the part ending at r of a minimal generating
set of relations, the complex is exact except perhaps at the last two spots. The same
argument as in Lemma 7.6 shows that Ker δ3 = socr(A) ∩ Aeµ−1(r) (up to shift).
If A is twisted Calabi-Yau of global dimension 3, then Proposition 8.2 shows that
hA(t) = (I −N(t) + PtLN(t−1)T − PtL)−1 and that (8.7) is exact for all t, which
forces socr(A) = 0. By symmetry we also have socl(A) = 0, so that (1) =⇒ (2).
Conversely, if (2) holds, then δ3 is injective in (8.7) since socr(A) = 0. Let Hr
be the homology at the
⊕b
i=1Aemi(−si) spot. Let E(t) be the matrix polynomial
with E(t)ij = heiHj (t). Then a similar argument as in Lemma 7.6 shows that the
matrix Hilbert series of A satisfies hA(t)(I−N(t)+PtLN(t−1)T −PtL) = I+E(t).
Since we assume that hA(t) = (I −N(t) +PtLN(t−1)T −PtL)−1 holds, this forces
E(t) = 0. Thus the sequence (8.7) is exact for each t. Thus every Ser has a minimal
projective resolution of length 3, and it follows that A has global dimension 3, by
[20, Proposition 3.18]. Applying HomA(−, A) to the (deleted) projective resolution
of Ser and shifting by −ℓr gives a complex
0← eµ−1(r)A (yi)←−
b⊕
i=1
emiA(−ℓr + si)
(gij)←−
p⊕
j=1
ekjA(−ℓr + dj)
(xj)
T
←− erA(−ℓr)← 0
where the free modules are column vectors and the maps are now left multiplica-
tions. Using that the {yi} are the span of B′ ∩ eµ−1(r)kQ for an arrow basis B′,
and that the hj =
∑
i yigij are the part of a minimal generating set of relations
beginning at µ−1(r), we see that
0← eµ−1(r)S ← eµ−1(r)A (yi)←−
b⊕
i=1
emiA(−ℓr + si) · · ·
· · · (gij)←−
p⊕
j=1
ekjA(−ℓr + dj)
(xj)
T
←− erA(−ℓr)← 0
is exact by Lemma 3.7 except possibly at the final two terms; an analogous argument
as above using that socl(A) = 0 shows that the complex is exact. This shows that
Exti(Ser, A) ∼=
{
0 i 6= 3
eµ−1(r)S(ℓr) i = 3
holds for all r. By [20, Theorem 5.2], this means that A is generalized AS-regular,
which is equivalent to the twisted Calabi-Yau condition in this elementary case by
Theorem 6.3. Thus (2) =⇒ (1). 
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To close, we turn our attention to results on the growth of twisted Calabi-Yau
algebras of dimension 3. The analysis is related to some interesting geometry of
the complex plane. Thus to start this section we review some preliminary results
about the locations of the roots of certain special polynomials, using some results
of Petersen and Sinclair [18].
We first define some special regions of the complex plane. Fix an integer k ≥ 3
and define a function hk : R→ C by
hk(θ) = [(k − 1) cos(θ) + cos((k − 1)θ)] + [(k − 1) sin(θ) − sin((k − 1)θ)]i
= (k − 1)eiθ + e−i(k−1)θ.
Let Hk = hk(R) be the image of hk. Then Hk is a closed curve called a hypocycloid.
It can be formed by rolling a circle of radius 1 along the inside of a circle of radius
k, and taking the curve traced out by a fixed point on the moving circle. It is simple
closed curve with k cusps and k-fold rotational symmetry. When k = 3, the curve
is also known as a deltoid, and when k = 4, an astroid. Let Ωk be the closed region
of C consisting of Hk, together with all points in the simply connected region inside
of it. See [18, Figure 1] for a picture of Ω3. The region Ωk is clearly a star-domain
in the sense that it is the union of all rays joining the origin to points of Hk.
To justify the claim that Ωk has k-fold rotational symmetry, notice for all θ that
h(θ + 2π/k) = (k − 1)eiθe2πi/k + e−i(k−1)θe−i2(k−1)π/k
= (k − 1)eiθe2πi/k + e−i(k−1)θe2πi/k
= h(θ)e2πi/k.
Thus the image Hk = hk(R) of hk is invariant under rotation about the origin by
2π/k radians, so the same is true of the star domain Ωk which it bounds.
The results of [18] are not quite in the form we require. The next proposition
extracts the information we need. Given a real number r > 0, we write rΩk = {rz |
z ∈ Ωk} for the dilation of the region Ωk by r.
Remark 8.8. In the following proof, we will need to verify that two regions of the
complex plane are equal using the following method. Consider two closed subsets
X ⊆ Y ⊆ C such that ∂X = ∂Y and the interior of Y is path-connected. (Note
that this hypothesis is satisfied for the regions Y = Ωk above that are bounded
by hypocycloids.) If X contains a point p in the interior of Y , then X = Y .
Indeed, because X contains ∂X = ∂Y , to show that X = Y it suffices to let
q ∈ int(Y ) and deduce that q ∈ X . Assume toward a contradiction that q /∈ X .
Let f : [0, 1]→ int(Y ) be a path with f(0) = p and f(1) = q. Then for t = inf{a ∈
[0, 1] | f(a) /∈ X}, one may show that f(t) ∈ ∂X = ∂Y . But this contradicts the
fact that f(t) ∈ int(Y ).
Proposition 8.9. Let a ∈ C.
(1) If f(x) = 1− ax+ ax2 − x3, then all of the roots of f in C are on the unit
circle if and only if a ∈ Ω3. In particular if a ∈ R, this happens if and only
if a ∈ Ω3 ∩ R = [−1, 3].
(2) If f(x) = 1− ax+ ax3 − x4, then all roots of f in C are on the unit circle
if and only if a ∈ (1/2)Ω4. In particular if a ∈ R, this happens if and only
if a ∈ (1/2)Ω4 ∩ R = [−2, 2].
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Proof. (1) A polynomial h(x) =
∑n
i=0 aix
i ∈ C[x] of degree n is called conjugate
reciprocal if h(x) = xnh(1/x), or equivalently if ai = an−i for all i. Although f(x)
is not conjugate reciprocal, it is after a certain change of variable. Let x = ζz,
where ζ is a primitive 6th root of 1. Then f(x) = fa(x) = 1−aζz+aζ2z2− ζ3z3 =
1 + bz + bz2 + z3, where b = −aζ = aζ4. Thus if g(z) = gb(z) = 1 + bz + bz2 + z3,
then g is conjugate reciprocal and has all roots on the unit circle if and only if f
does. Let X3 = {b ∈ C | gb(z) has all its roots on the unit circle}. Then fa(x) has
all of its roots on the unit circle if and only if aζ4 ∈ X3, or a ∈ ζ2X3. We will
show that X3 = Ω3. Then since Ω3 is invariant under rotation by an angle of 2π/3
radians, this will show that fa(x) has all of its roots on the unit circle if and only
if a ∈ ζ2Ω3 = Ω3, as desired.
In [18], the authors write b = ρw1 + ρw2i where ρ =
√
2/2 is a normalization
factor and w1, w2 ∈ R. Then
gb(z) = gw1,w2(z) = 1 + bz + bz
2 + z3 = 1 + (ρw1 + ρw2i)z + (ρw1 − ρw2i)z2 + z3.
The set W3 = {(w1, w2) ∈ R2 | gw1,w2 has all its roots on the unit circle} is cer-
tainly bounded, since the coefficients of gw1,w2 are polynomial functions of its
roots. In fact W3 is closed and path connected, and its boundary is given by
those (w1, w2) ∈ W3 such that gw1,w2(z) has a multiple root [18, Proposition 1.6].
Identifying R2 with C, this implies that X3 is closed and path-connected and its
boundary is given by those b ∈ C such that gb(z) has all of its roots on the unit
circle and a multiple root. This happens if and only if
1 + bz + bz2 + z3 = (z − r)(z − r)(z + r2)
for some r on the unit circle, and so b = −2r + r2. Setting r = eiθ, this gives
b = e2iθ−2e−iθ. Reparametrizing by setting θ′ = −θ+π, we have b = e−2iθ′+2eiθ′,
which traces out the deltoid H3 as θ
′ varies. Thus X3 is a closed bounded set with
boundary H3; also notice that 0 ∈ X3, so X3 contains at least one point in the
interior of Ω3. It follows as in Remark 8.8 that X3 = Ω3, as claimed. Finally, it is
easy to see that Ω ∩ R = [1, 3].
(2) This is a similar argument as in (1). We perform a change of variable to the
polynomial fa(x) = 1−ax+ax3−x4 as follows; letting ζ be a primitive 8th root of
unity and setting x = ζz, fa(x) becomes gb(z) = 1 + bz + bz
3 + z4, where b = −aζ.
Let X4 = {b ∈ C | gb(z) has all its roots on the unit circle}. Then fa(x) has all of
its roots on the unit circle if and only if −aζ ∈ X4, or a ∈ ζ3X4. We will show
that X4 = (ζ/2)Ω4. Then since Ω4 is invariant under rotation by an angle of π/2
radians, this will show that fa(x) has all of its roots on the unit circle if and only
if a ∈ (ζ4/2)Ω4 = −(1/2)Ω4 = (1/2)Ω4, as desired.
Petersen and Sinclair study conjugate reciprocal polynomials of degree 4 of the
form
dw1,w2,w3(z) = 1 + (ρw1 + ρw2i)z + w3z
2 + (ρw1 − ρw2i)z3 + z4
where (w1, w2, w3) ∈ R3 and again ρ =
√
2/2. Similarly as in part (1), the set
W4 = {(w1, w2, w3) ∈ R3 | dw1,w2,w3(z) has all of its roots on the unit circle}
is bounded, and it is a closed path connected region with boundary those points of
W4 where d(z) has a multiple root [18, Proposition 1.6]. Let W
′
4 be the intersection
of W4 with the plane w3 = 0, which we identify with R
2 with coordinates (w1, w2)
and thus with C via (w1, w2) 7→ w1 + w2i. Then clearly X4 = ρW ′4. Note that a
point b on the boundary of W ′4 ⊆ C must also be a boundary point of W4, and
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so corresponds to a polynomial gb(z) with a multiple root. We calculate the set
of b such that gb(z) has all of its roots on the unit circle and a multiple root. In
this case gb(z) = (z − r)2(z − s)(z − r2s) for some r, s on the unit circle, where
b = −2r − s − r2s, and where the coefficient of z2 is 2rs + r2 + 2rs + r2 = 0, or
equivalently 2rs+ r2 ∈ Ri. Then s = (αir − r)/2 for some α ∈ R, and so
b = −2r − s− r2s = −2r + (αir)/2 + r/2− (αir)/2 + r3/2 = −3r/2 + r3/2.
On the other hand, the curve H4 is traced out by 3r
′ + (r′)3 as r′ varies over the
unit circle. Thus (ζ/2)H4 is traced out by
(3/2)(ζr′) + (1/2)(ζ3r′)3 = (3/2)(ζr′)− (1/2)(ζ−1r′)3 = (3/2)(ζr′)− (1/2)(ζr′)3.
It is now clear via the substitution r = −ζr′ that as r varies over the unit circle,
b = −3r/2 + r3/2 traces out (ζ/2)H4. Now (ζ/2)Ω4 is equal to the simple closed
curve (ζ/2)H4 together with its interior. We have seen that X4 is a closed bounded
region and that any point on the boundary of X4 must be a point of (ζ/2)H4. Since
0 ∈ X4, Remark 8.8 forces X4 = (ζ/2)Ω4, as we needed. Again, it is easy to see
that Ω4 ∩ R = [−4, 4] and so (1/2)Ω4 ∩ R = [−2, 2]. 
Now suppose that A is a locally finite graded elementary twisted Calabi-Yau
algebra of global dimension 3. By Proposition 8.2, A ∼= A3(Q,ω) = kQ/I for
some weighted quiver Q and twisted semipotential ω. We assume now that A is
indecomposable as an algebra, and that all arrows in Q have weight one. Thus
by Proposition 5.2, the Artin-Schelter index has ℓi = ℓ for all i, for some fixed
ℓ. Thus ω is homogeneous of degree ℓ and I is generated by relations of degree
ℓ− 1. Let P be the permutation matrix associated to the action of the Nakayama
automorphism of A on the vertices. In this case the weighted incidence matrix N
of Q has the form N =Mt where M is the usual incidence matrix of the quiver Q.
By Proposition 8.2,
hA(t) = (I +Mt+ PM
T tℓ−1 + Ptℓ)−1,
and P commutes with Mt+ PMT tℓ−1. Note that ℓ ≥ 3, since ℓ = degω where ω
is of the form
∑
i,j yigijxj . Thus P commutes separately with Mt and PM
T tℓ−1,
and it follows that P commutes with both M and with MT . However, there is no
obvious reason that M must be a normal matrix, that is, that M commutes with
MT .
We would like to have a criterion for when GKdim(A) <∞ based on the eigenval-
ues of M , as we found in the dimension 2 case (where the criterion was ρ(M) = 2).
In the next result we achieve this in case M is normal. We are not sure how to
characterize the GK-dimension of A in terms of the matrix M in the non-normal
case. The assumption in the next result that GKdim(A) ≥ 3 should not be neces-
sary, but we don’t see how to remove it. In any case, it is conjectured that a locally
finite graded twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension d with finite GK-dimension
should have GK-dimension d.
Proposition 8.10. Let A be an indecomposable locally finite elementary graded
twisted Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension 3 whose underlying quiver Q has arrows
of weight 1. Retain the notation above, and assume that the incidence matrix M
of Q is normal, so that M , MT , and P are pairwise commuting normal matrices.
Then M , MT , and P are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable, say UMU−1 =
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D,UMTU−1 = D,UPU−1 = Z for a unitary matrix U . Let D = diag(δ1, . . . , δn)
and Z = diag(ζ1, . . . , ζn). Suppose that GKdim(A) ≥ 3. Then
(1) If ℓ = 3, GKdim(A) < ∞ if and only if δi ∈ ( 3
√
ζi)Ω3 for all i, where
Ω3 is the deltoid described above; if this occurs, then GKdim(A) = 3 and
ρ(M) = 3.
(2) If ℓ = 4, then GKdim(A) < ∞ if and only if δi ∈ (1/2)( 4
√
ζi)Ω4 for all i,
where Ω4 is the astroid described above; if this occurs, then GKdim(A) = 3
and ρ(M) = 2.
(3) If ℓ ≥ 5, then GKdim(A) =∞.
Proof. By Proposition 8.2, A has matrix-valued Hilbert series hA(t) = q(t)
−1 where
q(t) = I −Mt + PMT tℓ−1 − Ptℓ. Conjugating a matrix polynomial by a unitary
matrix U ∈ Mr(C) does not change its set of roots. Thus in all parts we may
consider a diagonalized matrix polynomial Uq(t)U−1 = 1 −Dt+ ZDtℓ−1 − Ztℓ =
diag(f1(t), . . . , fn(t)) where fi(t) = 1− δit+ δiζitℓ−1 − ζitℓ. By Proposition 2.8(3),
GKdim(A) < ∞ if and only if all of the roots of q(t) lie on the unit circle, which
occurs if and only if each fi(t) has all roots on the unit circle. If this holds, then
using Proposition 2.8(2), GKdim(A) is the maximal order of the pole at t = 1
among the entries of q(t)−1. This is the same as the maximal order of the pole at
t = 1 among the entries of Uq(t)−1U−1, which is the maximal order of the pole at
t = 1 among the fi(t)
−1, or equivalently the maximal order of vanishing at t = 1
among the fi(t).
For any fixed ℓth roots ℓ
√
ζi, performing the change of variable u =
ℓ
√
ζit to fi(t)
yields gi(u) = 1 − au + auℓ−1 − uℓ where a = δi ℓ
√
ζi. Then fi(t) has all roots
on the unit circle if and only if gi(u) has the same property. It now follows from
Proposition 8.9 that
• if ℓ = 3, then gi(u) has all of its roots on the unit circle if and only if a ∈ Ω3,
if and only if δi ∈ ( 3
√
ζi)Ω3;
• if ℓ = 4, then gi(u) has all of its roots on the unit circle if and only if
a ∈ (1/2)Ω4, if and only if δi ∈ ( 4
√
ζi/2)Ω4.
(Note that the particular choice of primitive ℓth roots of ζi is irrelevant due to the
ℓ-fold rotational symmetry of Ωℓ.)
Now suppose that GKdim(A) <∞, so that by Proposition 2.8, all roots of q(t)
must indeed lie on the unit circle. Since we assume 3 ≤ GKdim(A), some fi(t) has
1 as a root to multiplicity at least 3. Then
f ′′i (t) = δiζi(ℓ− 1)(ℓ− 2)tℓ−3 − ℓ(ℓ− 1)ζitℓ−2
also vanishes at t = 1, so that δi = δi = ℓ/(ℓ − 2). But δi is an algebraic integer,
since it is an eigenvalue of an integer matrix. If ℓ ≥ 5, then ℓ/(ℓ − 2) is a rational
number that is not an integer, and hence is not an algebraic integer, a contradiction.
This proves (3).
Now, since A is indecomposable, the underlying quiver Q is strongly connected,
by Lemma 8.5. Thus the incidence matrix M of Q is irreducible and the Perron-
Frobenius theory applies. Let ρ = ρ(M) be its spectral radius; then ρ is a positive
real eigenvalue of M , say Mv = ρv, where v is an eigenvector with all positive real
entries, and where v spans the ρ-eigenspace of M . Since P and M commute, v is
also an eigenvector of P ; since the entries of v are positive real numbers and the
eigenvalues of P are roots of 1, the only possible corresponding eigenvalue is 1, so
that Pv = v. Thus one of the polynomials, say f1(t), is equal to 1− ρt+ ρtℓ−1− tℓ.
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Suppose now that ℓ = 3 and 3 ≤ GKdim(A) < ∞. As we saw above, one of
the eigenvalues of M is ℓ/(ℓ − 2) = 3. Also, every eigenvalue δi of M satisfies
δi ∈ ( 3
√
ζi)Ω3. Since the maximum value of the norm of an element in Ω3 is 3,
ρ(M) = 3. Also GKdim(A) is the maximum order of vanishing at t = 1 among
the polynomials fi(t); since 3 ≤ GKdim(A) and the polynomials have degree 3,
GKdim(A) = 3. In fact f1(t) = 1− 3t+ 3t2 − t3 = (1 − t)3. Thus (1) is proved.
Finally, suppose that ℓ = 4 and again that 3 ≤ GKdim(A) < ∞. We saw that
ℓ/(ℓ− 2) = 2 is an eigenvalue of M above. Again, every eigenvalue δi of M satisfies
δi ∈ (1/2)( 4
√
ζi)Ω4. Since the maximum value of the norm of an element in Ω4 is 4,
this proves that ρ(M) = 2. None of the fi(t) can be equal to (1− t)4, which has a
nonvanishing t2 term. Thus the maximal order of vanishing of the fi(t) at t = 1 is 3,
so GKdim(A) = 3. In fact, f1(t) = 1−ρt+ρt3−t4 = 1−2t+2t3−t4 = (1−t)3(1+t).
Part (2) follows. 
An important special case of the result above is the following.
Corollary 8.11. Keep the hypotheses and notation of Proposition 8.10. Suppose
that M is symmetric and that P = In. Let δ1, . . . , δn be the eigenvalues of M ,
which are all real. Assume that GKdim(A) ≥ 3. If ℓ = 3, then GKdim(A) < ∞ if
and only if δi ∈ [−1, 3] for all i, and if ℓ = 4, then GKdim(A) < ∞ if and only if
δi ∈ [−2, 2] for all i.
Proof. This follows from the intersections of Ω3 and Ω4 with R given in Proposi-
tion 8.9. 
We close with one final example. Let Q be a quiver with 2 vertices and three
arrows of weight 1 in each direction, so Q has incidence matrix M = ( 0 33 0 ). Then
M has eigenvalues {−3, 3} and thus by Corollary 8.11, there is no locally finite
graded Calabi-Yau A of finite GK-dimension with semipotential of degree 3 and
with A ∼= kQ/I. This is despite M having the correct spectral radius of 3.
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